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From the Editors

Followup Discussion
We look forward to hearing from our readers! If you would like to send a letter to the editor, please write to etspiritus-editor-
in-chief@mit.edu. All of our writers would be more than happy to meet with their readers individually. If there is a particular 
piece that you would like to comment on, please refer to our website at www.mitetspiritus.org.

Disclaimer
The opinions expressed in the MIT et Spiritus are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect those of the journal, 
its editors or MIT. 

Acknowledgement
This issue of the MIT et Spiritus is made possible by the contributions from the Cecil B. Day Foundation. 

Thank you for reading this issue of the MIT et Spiritus journal. As we write this letter, we think it is important to reflect 
on just how much has changed on campus since our first issue was published last spring: the graduation of old friends, the 
arrival of fresh new minds on campus, and the start of many innovative initiatives ranging from MIT’s Campaign for a 
Better World to The Engine. 
 Much has changed in the outside world as well. After a contentious presidential cycle, people on all sides are left 
with questions about the future regarding human rights, economics, international relations, and security. As much as this 
election process has disappointed us by highlighting the harsh divisions that exist in our society, it has also given us a clear 
opportunity to see where we need to come together. Now, more than ever before, there has been a call for unity on both sides, 
and we cannot help but feel a small glimpse of optimistic hope as we walk through Lobby 7, hearing people from all over 
the political spectrum candidly discuss their hopes and fears.
 This strength of the MIT community to zealously search for truth while exhibiting both love and intellectual integrity is 
what keeps this journal going. Like its inaugural predecessor, this issue is rooted in the fundamental question: “What might 
it look like for students to engage in critical thought and dialogue about some of life’s toughest questions?” In addition to the 
Mens et Manus ethos that encapsulates the potential of the minds and hands that make up MIT—we, as Christians, believe 
in the spirit of each and every member of this university’s community. We recognize the need to feed and train this aspect of 
our being to truly live a meaningful life, and our hope is that by tackling tough issues from a framework of rational Christian 
thought, the MIT et Spiritus will accomplish just that.
 As Christians, we believe that it is our responsibility to engage the changing world around us and confront the difficult 
questions that arise as a result. We share in the uncertainties and fears of every other human on campus—but we also have 
hope because we trust in a God who is constant through the ages. There is power and beauty in turning to the millennia-old 
Christian tradition to bring new insights to the pressing problems of today, and we invite readers of all backgrounds to join 
in on this quest for truth. 
 We hope that every reader will gain something from the pages of this issue—whether it be encouragement, renewed 
faith, or simply a new perspective. And as always, we hope that this collection of articles will not be the end, but just the 
start of meaningful discussions all around campus. Happy reading!

Sincerely,
Matthew Chun and Richard Ibekwe
Co-Editors-in-Chief

Submissions
We are open to submissions of article abstracts or artwork. Though we are a journal of Christian thought, we do hope 
to incorporate thoughtful perspectives that are not solely Christian with the hope of better understanding and promoting 
dialogue. The MIT et Spiritus reserves the right to refuse any submission. Please refer to our website at www.mitetspiritus.
org for submission details. 
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Christ Crucified, Velázquez, 1632
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Christianity is quite unlike anything else. Fundamentally it 
is astonishingly simple: the gospel’s core message of the 
death of Christ as the means of sinners’ reconciliation to 
God, received by faith, could hardly be simpler. Indeed, to 
some it seems too good to be true. Others look at Christian 
theology and see what seems to be an impenetrably complex 
collection of contradicting doctrines. In these different ways 
many have rejected Christianity because they have not seen 
it for what it is—they have overcomplicated what is simple 
or oversimplified what is nuanced. 

Christ Jesus came into the world to save 
sinners
The gospel is refreshingly simple. Its essence is captured in 
John 3:16, perhaps the most famous verse in the Bible:

“For God so loved the world that He gave His only Son, 
that whoever believes in Him shall not perish but have 
eternal life.”

 This verse makes three statements that are at the heart of 
Christianity. First, that God loves the world. He created the 
universe and made humans in His own image1, and He loves 
us. It is not the kind of fleeting love that many of us might 
be used to in our relationships. It is a love so firm, so wide 
and long and high and deep, that it surpasses knowledge2 
and transcends imagination. And it is a love that reaches 
down from heaven to us; so the second thing we see in the 
verse is that God gave His only Son, Jesus Christ. Why did 
Jesus come into the world? In order that, third, we might 
believe in Him and not perish but have eternal life.
 What were we to perish from? From sin—all the ways 
in which we fail to obey God and fail to love Him as He 
has loved us. We have all sinned and fall short of the glory 
of God.3 Jesus came into the world to save us4 because we 
could not save ourselves. As He died on the cross He took 
the punishment we deserved from God in His perfect justice, 
and we can receive God’s forgiveness if we believe in Him. 
We are saved not by anything we have done, because our sin 
means that even the best we can do is not good enough, but 
only by what He has done for us.
 In the third chapter of John a Jewish leader named 
Nicodemus has come to Jesus by night. Nicodemus 
acknowledges that Jesus has come from God because of the 
1 Genesis 1:26
2 Ephesians 3:18-19
3 Romans 3:23
4 1 Timothy 1:15

signs He performs. Jesus replies cryptically that no one can 
see the kingdom of God unless they are born again. Jesus 
elaborates that He is referring to spiritual rebirth—one must 
be spiritually renewed through faith in Christ to enter the 
kingdom of God. Whoever believes in Him shall not perish 
but have eternal life.

The paradox of faith and works
Here, in this simple statement about faith, the nuance 
of the gospel becomes more apparent. If Jesus has set us 
free5—free from having to try to save ourselves by our 
efforts, free from the punishment that was due us—one 
might wonder whether we are free now to do whatever we 
like. Oversimplified like this, the gospel certainly seems to 
preach lawlessness. It would seem that Christianity, rather 
than remedying the problem of sin, makes it worse. And so 
some have taken it. They have used the gospel as a reason 
to live lax lives, emboldened by the impression that it does 
not matter what they do, since Christ’s death atones for their 

sin. Or they conclude that the gospel is a retrograde force 
in the world, making people more careless and more sinful; 
if one may live a better life without the gospel, why bother 
being reconciled to God at all?
 More careful reading would find that lawlessness—God 
suddenly having developed a laissez-faire attitude to sin—is 
not what we see elsewhere. Consider, for example, Jesus’ 
words in Matthew 25:31-46:

“When the Son of Man comes in His glory, and all the 
angels with Him, He will sit on his glorious throne. All 
the nations will be gathered before Him, and He will 
separate the people one from another as a shepherd 
separates the sheep from the goats. He will put the 
sheep on his right and the goats on his left.
 “Then the King will say to those on his right, ‘Come, 
you who are blessed by my Father; take your inheritance, 
the kingdom prepared for you since the creation of the 
world. For I was hungry and you gave me something to 
eat, I was thirsty and you gave me something to drink, 
I was a stranger and you invited me in, I needed clothes 
and you clothed me, I was sick and you looked after me, 
I was in prison and you came to visit me.’
 “Then the righteous will answer Him, ‘Lord, when 
did we [do all these things]?’
 “The King will reply, ‘Truly I tell you, whatever you 

5 John 8:36

Many have rejected Christianity because they have not 
seen it for what it is—they have overcomplicated what 

is simple or oversimplified what is nuanced.
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did for one of the least of these brothers and sisters of 
mine, you did for me.’
 “Then He will say to those on his left, ‘Depart from 
me, you who are cursed, into the eternal fire prepared 
for the devil and his angels. For [you did not do these 
things]… Truly I tell you, whatever you did not do for 
one of the least of these, you did not do for me.’
 “Then they will go away to eternal punishment, but 
the righteous to eternal life.”

This passage certainly does not seem to teach that we 
are free to do as we choose. One might conclude that, 
rather than bringing freedom, Christianity is really about 
following rules. The only difference between the sheep and 
the goats in the parable seems to be what they did: on the 
one hand, the sheep performed good works and for these 
Jesus praised them and gave them eternal life; on the other 
hand, the goats failed to perform these good works and 
were eternally punished for it. Far from bringing freedom, 
Christianity seems to bring slavery to rules, on the quality of 
our performance of which we shall be saved or condemned. 
Was, then, Christ’s death of no effect? Some have looked at 
this version of Christianity and decided that perhaps faith 
in Christ is not what saves people and that really it does all 
depend on what they do. But in so doing they find themselves 
in a hopeless position: they feel they must save themselves 
by their own actions, but they find themselves unable to do 
so by reason of sin. They have taken themselves in a great 
circle and fall down in confusion and despair.

A Spirit of power, love and self-discipline6

All this makes Christianity appear a very unusual, muddled 
thing. It tells us at once that it is not what we do that saves us, 
and yet that we might find ourselves condemned because we 
failed to do the right things. It seems to preach contradictory 
doctrines. How are they reconciled?
 We may begin by drawing an important lesson from 
all this: that the relationship between faith and works in 
our salvation, like much of the rest of Christian theology, 

is a nuanced balance of superficially conflicting doctrines. 
A heavy-handed or narrow-minded approach creates an 
unsatisfying caricature.
 Then we may recognize another element of the nuance 
of Christianity: that it is more than something simply to be 
intellectually grasped and applied to our lives. If it were 
so, what difference would the simple knowledge that Christ 
died for you make to your life? It might inspire you to try 
to live a better life, to try to follow Christ’s example. But 
if the debilitating effect of our sinful nature is true, how 
would we be able to live that life that we were not able to 
live before? To remedy the problem of sin Christianity must 
be able to change you—the kind of fundamental change 
that transforms a person in their very soul. And I argue that 
Christianity is able to do it, and that it is in an understanding 
of how it does it that the apparent contradiction between 
faith and works is resolved.

6 2 Timothy 1:7

The Day of Judgment, Fra Angelico, 1430

It would seem that Christianity, rather than 
remedying the problem of sin, makes it worse.
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 God has not left us alone. He has given believers the 
Holy Spirit, who dwells in us and transforms us. This is 
what Jesus was talking about when He told Nicodemus 
about spiritual rebirth and renewal. Who is the Holy Spirit? 
Here we encounter another of the nuances of Christianity. 
Christianity affirms that there is one God, but that He exists 
as three persons. The Holy Spirit is one of these persons, 
along with the Father and the Son. They are distinct from one 
another. But all are one and the same God. The Father sent 
the Son into the world to die for the salvation of sinners, and 
whoever believes in Him shall not perish. After the death of 
the Son, the Father raised the Son from the dead, showing 
His victory over death and giving those who believe the 
hope of their own resurrection; for whoever believes in 
Him shall have eternal life. After the resurrection of the Son 
and His return to heaven until His second coming to finally 
judge all people and separate the sheep from the goats, the 
Holy Spirit was sent. 
 Now the resolution of the faith-works dilemma becomes 
clearer. We are indeed saved by the death of Christ alone, 
and not by anything we have done or will do or can do. But 
we are not then abandoned to our own devices. Our filling 
with the Holy Spirit enables us actually to become better 
than we are; to more readily and willingly obey God; to 
be averse to sin and eager to do good works. It does not 
mean that we will never sin again, for this transformation 
is a gradual process. But we will become increasingly like 
Christ and the results of our salvation will naturally be seen 
in the good that we do. The sheep in the parable were not 
saved because they had done good; rather, it was because 
they were saved by faith in Christ and genuinely changed by 
the working of the Holy Spirit that they did good; their good 
works were the evidence of their salvation. So we see that 
Christianity properly considered leads to neither lawlessness 
nor slavery to rules. As Christ declared, it brings freedom—
not a freedom to do just anything, but to freely choose to do 
what is right.

The elegance of nuanced simplicity
Christianity’s teaching on faith and works is, then, at once 
breathtakingly simple and intricately nuanced. So it is with 
much of the rest of Christian doctrine; I encourage the reader 
to consider other examples.7 If we are not careful we will 
construct for ourselves something false and unsatisfying, 
and so miss the beauty and power and truth of the real 
thing. When we look levelly and deeply we find what G. K. 
Chesterton observes in Orthodoxy: he compares Christianity 
to “a huge and ragged and romantic rock, which, though it 
sways on its pedestal at a touch, yet, because its exaggerated 
excrescences8 exactly balance each other, is enthroned there 
for a thousand years.” Christianity is simple in some ways, 
but not so simple as to make it unable to describe something 
as complex as the human condition or to tackle something 
as difficult as the problem of sin. It is nuanced where it 
needs to be, holding seemingly conflicting, but actually 
richly complementary, doctrines together at once. But it is 
not so nuanced as to be unfathomable or impracticable, for 
the Holy Spirit makes things clear and makes us better. Let 
us, then, strive to see Christianity for what it is, and so see 
and know the God it reveals for who He is.

7 Consider, for example, Daniel’s disobedience to King Darius in Daniel 6 and the 
apostles’ disobedience to the Sanhedrin in Acts 5:17-42 in light of the teaching 
that we should obey the governing authorities in Romans 13:1-7 and 1 Peter 
2:13-17; how does Acts 5:29 harmonize these passages? Consider also how we 
are to be not conformed to this world (Romans 12:2) and yet at the same time be 
all things to all people (1 Corinthians 9:19-23), and how we are to become great 
by being a servant as Jesus prescribes in Matthew 20:25-28.
8 That is, outgrowths.

If we are not careful we 
will construct for ourselves 
something false and unsatisfying, 
and so miss the beauty and 
power and truth of the real thing.

A pedestal rock in Timna Park, Israel

Richard is a junior studying 
Mechanical Engineering 
and Nuclear Science & 
Engineering. He is from the 
UK and enjoys discussing 
philosophy and politics.
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The Pearl of Great Price, Domenico Fetti, c. 1600

The Pearl
Colin Aitken
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The most profound story I’ve ever heard is a brief parable 
due to Jesus.

“The kingdom of heaven is like a merchant looking for 
fine pearls. When he found one of great value, he went 
away and sold everything he had and bought it.”

Like most parables, the story is short, thoroughly 
symbolic, and deeply unsettling. It also functions on two 
distinct levels: taken literally, it’s a horrifying tragedy about 
a man who gives up everything he owns in some sort of 
hedonistic quest. He searches for beautiful gems, hoping to 
satisfy his lust for wealth, until one day he finds the biggest 
pearl he’s ever seen.  The pearl can’t feed him or his family, 
nor can it earn him the money to do so, but it serves as an 
icon of the wealth he craves. Unable to contain his greed, 
the man sells everything short of his soul until he is left 
with nothing but a single pearl, his only comfort as he 
presumably starves to death. Sometimes I identify a lot with 
the man: I put material things over what really matters, too.

But there’s also a spiritual aspect to the story, which to be 
completely honest scares me a lot more. Jesus’ implication 
here is that devotion to God is worth everything we have. 
The merchant here isn’t portrayed as some sort of super-
saint, but only a typical member of the kingdom of heaven. 
Am I supposed to be like that? Jesus’s other statements on 
the matter aren’t very comforting: He advises a rich young 
ruler that he must sell everything he owns before coming 
to Him, tells his followers they must be willing to give up 
family and friends for Him, and ultimately advises Peter 
that anybody who wants to be following must be willing 
to “take up their cross” and face one of the world’s cruelest 
empires’ chosen form of humiliation and execution. Once 
last January I asked God to show me how to live that way, 
to love Him more than anything else in the world, to give 
anything and everything up for Him. The smallest of steps 
in that direction turned out to be a lot more complicated and 
painful than I expected. But before we get to that, there are 
some things you need to know about me.

The first thing you need to know about me is that one of 
my favorite people in the world is my grandmother, Mary. 
She’s one of the most profound thinkers I’ve ever met, both 
fiercely principled and unremittingly insightful. She takes 
on themes of death and peace and suffering and refugees 
with poems that alternately break your heart and challenge it 
and make it whole again. She’s always been both incredibly 
clever and powerfully creative, and by far one of the most 
inspiring people I know.

But she’s also the sort of person who will love you 
enough to care about what you care about, even if you’re 
just a five-year-old kid dreaming of becoming a firefighter/
scientist. When I was little, I would play piano with her. 
She’d come up with wild and fantastical stories and I’d 
make up background music to go with them. We’d go on 

fantastic adventures together with pirates and penguins 
and Pikachus. As I grew older, our conversations became 
more sophisticated. We’d discuss Shakespeare and drama 
and art and movies and even math - even through last year, 
she insisted on asking about every one of my classes until 
she felt like she could talk about the subject. It’s kind of 
disconcerting to hear a literature-major-turned-drama-
teacher throwing around terms like “Fourier transform” and 
“cohomology theory.” But she wanted to be able to talk to 
me about things I cared about, so she put in the effort.

Last January, she proposed a project to me: she wanted 
to write a poem about the “arrow of time” (which she’d 
recently been reading about) and she wanted me to set it 
to music.1 It would be a collaboration of marked contrasts: 
in age, in gender, in outlook, in medium, in career. Her 
theological musings about shaping one’s destiny in the face 
of a relentlessly unbending world would blend with what I 
understood of math and physics to produce a sort of hybrid, 
a mix of two completely different and yet complementary 
worldviews by two friends who loved each other very much. 

But I was too busy. I was auditioning for a play, 
stressed about classes, trying to lead two bible studies, and 
absolutely didn’t want to also worry about creating music, 
let alone making a meaningful contribution to a difficult 
project. We decided to put off any joint efforts until the fall. 
That seemed fine.

The second thing you need to know is that I’ve 
struggled with pornography since high school.  I think sin 
is a confusing thing. Sometimes it feels like it’s the only 
thing that can make you happy and you can’t imagine why 
anybody would think it was wrong, while other times you 
would cut off your hand to make it go away. Even Paul, a 
man hand-picked by God to be an apostle, writes:

“I do not understand what I do. For what I want to 
do I do not do, but what I hate I do. 

[...]
 For I have the desire to do what is good, but I cannot 

carry it out. For I do not do the good I want to do, but 
the evil I do not want to do—this I keep on doing. 

[...]
So I find this law at work: Although I want to do 

good, evil is right there with me. For in my inner being 

1 Officially through the Art Song Lab program, she eventually partnered with 
Glenn Sutherland for the project.

Once last January I asked God to 
show me how to live that way, to 
love Him more than anything else 
in the world, to give anything and 
everything up for Him.
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I delight in God’s law; but I see another law at work in 
me, waging war against the law of my mind and making 
me a prisoner of the law of sin at work within me. What 
a wretched man I am! Who will rescue me from this 
body that is subject to death?2”

Porn isn’t really the sort of thing that’s fun to tell your 
family and friends about, so with a very few exceptions, I 
didn’t. That’s not a healthy choice - not only because it lets 
you pretend to be a better person than you really are, but 
because it gives other people with the same problem the 
impression that they’re alone, when in fact the opposite it 
true.

I think that porn, along with similar issues of lust and 
hypersexualization, is one3 of the biggest problems facing 
the Christian church in America today. The problem stems 
not only from the sinful nature of the act itself, but also from 
its contribution to a culture that objectifies and demeans 
women, causing real and lasting harm to performers and 
others. In one survey, 64% of self-identified Christian 
men and 15% of Christian women (including pastors!) 
reported watching porn at least once a month.4 Porn now 
makes up more than ten percent of all internet searches5, 
and pornographic sites receive more monthly visitors than 
Netflix, Amazon, and Twitter combined. I don’t mean to 
excuse anything I’ve done, but only to place it in a larger 
context: men and women in our churches, our bible studies, 
our marriages, and our prayer lives are suffering.

The last thing you need to know is that last January, 
I started to get a crush on one of my close friends. She’s 
great: wise, talented, friendly... I could go on for a while, 
but instead I’ll just say she’s great and I really liked her. 
On the other hand, we were good friends, and I was afraid 
that asking her out might screw that up, so I decided to pray 
about it. For two months straight I prayed about it, asking 
God for guidance. Near the end, I started to get a concise 
and persistent answer: “If it will bring you closer to God.” 
Since I’ve had many conversations with her in the past that 
helped me grow with God, I took this as a “yes”, so one 
Friday in March I asked her on a date. And she said yes!

Two days later, I called my parents (as I do every week). 
We made some small talk. I told them about the closing 
weekend of my play and my spring break plans. We talked 
about my siblings, the weather, and how cute my baby 
nephew is. My mom chided me for my eating and sleeping 
habits. 

“We have some bad news.”
News?

2 Excerpted from Romans 7: 15-25
3 Yes, there are other problems too - I think things like racism, economic 
injustice, and spiritual apathy also rank among the most important.
4 http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2014/aug/24/more-than-half-of-
christian-men-admit-to-watching-/ .
5 http://www.forbes.com/sites/julieruvolo/2011/09/07/how-much-of-the-internet-
is-actually-for-porn/

“Grandmother’s in the hospital.”
But she’s ok, right?
“It’s really bad.”
When is she going to get better?
“We don’t know. She might not.”

I called Grandmother the next day. We talked about 
Shakespeare. We talked about the bible, and math, and 
poetry. She asked if I had any Netflix suggestions, and we 
bonded over a long conversation about Whiplash. We didn’t 
talk about doctors. We didn’t talk about hospitals. We didn’t 
talk about dying.

The next Saturday I found out that Manuel, one of my 
homeless acquaintances, had died on the streets. I thought 
back to a few weeks before, when we’d given him some 
socks, a sandwich, and a rosary. I felt guilty about the 
twenty bucks in my wallet and the warm coats back in my 
dorm room - could either of those have saved him? Did 
anybody even know what had happened? I scoured Google 
News, looking for articles about his death or an obituary or 
anything to show that the world knew that a great man had 
died. I didn’t find anything.

The next day was Easter. I called Grandmother again, 
but she was getting worse. By then, we knew she had 
cancer and suspected it was terminal. We chatted a bit 
about the food in the hospital. She asked if I was enjoying 
Thanksgiving with my parents. I gently reminded her that it 
was Easter, and I was a six-hour plane ride from home. We 
chatted a bit more. She asked again. And again. And again. I 
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tried not to cry. I tried to stay happy on the phone. But I felt 
very alone. I missed my parents. Nobody can hug you when 
you’re thousands of miles away. 

Suddenly (six days later), I was on a date! It was 
one of the most fun nights I’d had in a while - we went 
to the Friendly Toast and walked around Cambridge. We 
talked about happy things: our families and spring break 
adventures, movies and TV shows. I didn’t have to think 
about cancer or homelessness or any other awful thing. I 
was really excited: finally something was going right, and 
we got along really well. I thought we’d be a great couple. 
She didn’t.

I was crushed. For a perfect person, I think rejection 
would be a pretty simple thing: “Oh, this person doesn’t 
want to date me, so I’ll move on.” But I’m far from a perfect 
person, and any hope of a reasonable response was lost in 
a flurry of emotions and regrets. So rejection became a 
judgment on my personal worth, a friend whose opinion I 
deeply valued telling me I wasn’t good enough for her. It 
became a certainty that I would never find anybody who 
cared about me, that I wasn’t ever going to find happiness, 
that this was my only shot at love and I had screwed it up. 
It said that maybe if I’d been better, the date would’ve 
gone differently and this wouldn’t have happened. That if 
God gave the go-ahead and it didn’t work out, I must have 
somehow screwed up God’s plan. It said if I had agreed 
to write with Grandmother, we could’ve have had one last 
adventure together. That if I’d said the right thing when she 
told me she was in pain, they could’ve caught the cancer 
earlier.  It said that I could have saved Manuel, had I just 
given him money, or caught up enough on my Spanish to 
talk with him more. It wasn’t all true, but it wasn’t all false, 
and sometimes that’s all it takes.

 My Christian life became pretty hit-or-miss. I still 
went to church. I still prayed, albeit less and much more 
accusingly than before. I still read the bible at times, but 
I mostly avoided the passages about joy. I instead became 
more acquainted with the really unhappy parts of the bible: 
the biting critiques of the prophets, the existential despair 
of Ecclesiastes, the raw anger of the imprecatory psalms, 
and the gloomy misfortune of Job. I resonated with the 
emptiness, the rage, and the disappointment. I was craving 
intimacy, but I was too angry at God to turn to Him. I didn’t 
want to bother my friends with my problems, so I only 
rarely turned to them. Instead, I turned to the easiest form of 
instant gratification I knew.

Sometimes I worry that the only thing distinguishing 
sin from addiction is a matter of degree. Temptation visits 

when you’re by yourself to tell you that nobody loves you. 
It comes when you’re craving intimacy to remind you that 
your life isn’t going the way you hoped it would, and that 

you’re powerless to stop it. It tells you that you’re going 
to be alone forever, that nobody cares about you, that only 
some woman you’ve never met on a phone or computer 
screen can give you the intimacy you seek. You resist, at 
first, but it doesn’t leave you alone. It says you’re stressed 
and angry, but I can give you release. It promises that none 
of this matters, but I can give your life meaning. It lies and 
it tugs and it prods, and eventually you’re too tired to resist, 
so you give in. See! You’re worthless. Look at yourself. I’m 
all you’ll ever have.6  

Eventually it leaves, and you can’t remember why you 
gave in this time. You promise yourself that you’ll do better 
next time, that you won’t give in next time, that this is really 
the end of it. But it usually isn’t.

In early June, Grandmother moved to hospice care. 
We flew up to visit her, knowing it would be the last time. 
What do you say to the person who’s always understood 
you before you spoke? How do you say goodbye? How do 
you say that you’re sorry? How do you tell her how much 
you’ll miss her?

On the last day of her life, my brother and I spent the 
morning with her.7 We held her hands. She couldn’t speak, 
so we talked to her. We told her we loved her. We said we’d 
see her again in heaven, where suffering would end. I read 
to her from her poetry.

Poems slide off my tongue
as honey drips from combs

sweet cloying fresh.

Where is the bitter 
sting of truth/reality

in all these
 bee-drenched

 words?8

We read psalms. We sang hymns. I tried not to look at her 
arms, now spotted with cancer. I tried to ignore the smell 
of death and the fear with which she gripped me. I tried to 
mask the guilt and misery I felt inside with hopeful words. 
I wanted to tell her how sorry I was. I wanted to play piano 
6 Is it really any surprise that the bible links sexual immorality with idolatry? 
The interplay between the spiritual realm of demons and the chemical realm of 
addiction is complicated and poorly-fleshed-out, but the link is there nonetheless.
7 On the way, we walked by a number of hospice patients who didn’t have any 
visitors. That was perhaps the saddest part of the whole experience.
8 “Poems”, Mary Aitken.

Sometimes it feels like it’s the only thing that can make you happy and 
you can’t imagine why anybody would think it was wrong, while other 

times you would cut off your hand to make it go away.
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with her again, to go on adventures and tell stories about 
pokemon and pirates and penguins again. I wanted to tell 
her about The Tempest in space and our plans for Romeo 
and Juliet and ask her for books to read and plays to see. I 
wanted my grandmother back. 

But she passed away that night. I played piano at her 
funeral the next week, hoping it would make me feel better 
about ditching her on The Arrow of Time. It didn’t. I went 
home, saw some friends, and came back to MIT to do 
research. During the day, I hung out with friends, did some 
cool math, ate food, and so on. I went hiking and watched 
fireworks. I put on a happy face and went about my life, as 
if that might actually make me happy. Sometimes it did. 
Mostly it didn’t.

So at night, I’d come home to the internet. That’s 
another thing about sin: it makes you apathetic. It dulls you 
to everything else. When you’re feeling lonely and upset, 
this comes as a blessing. It gives you a brief escape from 
the sadness and pain and brokenness and offers to make you 
feel whole again. It doesn’t, of course, but as you sit at its 
altar it feels like it’s shielding you from the bad things in 
life. Until it shields you from the good things in life too, and 
they start to seem less inviting, less exciting, less beautiful. 
So each time you feel a little bit emptier and shallower as 
you return to it again and again and again.

Until one day, you break down. At least, I did. I’d failed 
again and had locked myself in a room with a book I’d 
inherited from Grandmother. At some point I reached her 
bookmark - a small piece of cardboard signifying she had 
gotten this far and would never get any further. I realized 
that until I died, I’d never be able to to tell her how much 
I liked the book, or ask for her thoughts: it was simply too 
late. I’d never get to beg Manuel to stay safe or to give him 
what he needed to survive: I’d screwed that up. No matter 
how much my selfish pride wished otherwise, I was pretty 
small and unimportant in the grand scheme of things.

The Christian concept of pride differs somewhat from 

how we typically use the word - it means something closer 
to selfishness or hubris or elevating yourself above God. 
Sometimes pride comes because we think we’re the best 
person in the world, while other times it comes in all sorts of 
other insidious ways as we put our own desires above those 
of others and those of God. So it was perfectly possible 
to be prideful even as I was curled up in a ball feeling 
worthless: I’d want other people to feel sorry for me, or 
hoped they’d feel guilty for things that had nothing to do 
with them. I’d focus on my pain over the horrors of violence 
and poverty happening to so many more people. I’d imagine 
that rejection was a personal slight and not just an honest 
description of feelings, or I’d blame Grandmother for not 
warning me that she was going to die.  I’d shut God out, 
throwing away the will of my Lord and the only person who 
could ever truly love and know all of me to stew in a puddle 
of self-righteousness, self-pity, and regret. 

Around this time, this failure of pride became 
increasingly clear to me. As I reflected and further prayed, 
I couldn’t see myself as a reasonable, generally nice person 
who’d been thrown a curveball by life. I saw a wretched, 
deeply flawed man whose passes at goodness and importance 
couldn’t cover up the lazy, lustful pride that motivated so 
many of my actions. I saw a man who hurt people around 
him by his self-centered responses to his problems.  I saw a 
man who foolishly lived for short-term gain and indulgence 
(not just in porn, but things like food and books as well!) 
despite the beliefs I claimed I held about the bigger picture. 
I saw a man who covered a manipulative, self-centered, 
hypocritical, and judgmental core with a thin attempt at 
humility in hopes of making up for the rotten center. 

But at the same time, I saw a God who deeply loved 
me. A God who knew every dark secret I kept, every selfish 
hate I harbored, every inadequacy and every way in which 
I fall short of goodness, and still called me his beloved 
child. A God who was so willing to call even imperfect, 
deeply hurting people to be his family that He came down 
and suffered a lonely death by torture and suffocation on a 
cross, descended into Hell to face wickedness in its fullest 
measure, and finally rose again to demonstrate that evil isn’t 
permanent. How could I ignore such a God? How could 
I not fall in love with Him again, even more deeply than 
before? How beautiful and yet terrifying and  scandalous 
that God would love somebody like me!

 I laughed. I cried. I prayed. I suddenly found myself in 

I saw a wretched, deeply flawed 
man whose passes at goodness and 
importance couldn’t cover up the 
lazy, lustful pride that motivated so 
many of my actions.
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Battle of the Archangel Michael and the Satan, Tintoretto, c. 1590

a new intimacy with God, a new depth of love and grace I’d 
never known before. And I had one of those rare mystical 
experiences you can’t really explain but which suddenly 
and irrevocably change you. I felt like my heart was on fire 
within my chest.  I saw something like a vision, although I 
don’t think “seeing” and “vision” are the right words. It was 
more like God scorched a picture of his plans and purposes 
into my heart. As if a long-term perspective on what I 
thought was important came and crashed through me, at 
once shattering and clarifying. Like God became impatient 
with my whining and said “look, here’s what you need to 
know.” In this dreamlike prayer, rejection didn’t seem like 
such a bad thing. Still a painful thing, mind you, but maybe 
not a bad one. I saw my pride, my lust, my struggles with 
porn, come together to reveal a sudden and terrifying depth 
I hadn’t been aware of. It was as if God was whispering 
this is what we’re up against. This horrifying, evil part that 
lives deep within you. Rejection, that trap I was sure God 
had set for me, was really the start of a radical intervention 
to overcome the worst of myself. There was a lot more 
going on, more details, more symbols, more satisfying 
explanations, and so on, but I didn’t understand all of it. 
It all seemed much bigger than me. Too overwhelming for 
me. But, for whatever reason, God had shown it to me. I 
collapsed to my knees in prayer and tears.

And suddenly I found myself clinging to hope. Hope in 
a God who’d taken on flesh and killed the sin in it. Hope in 
a God who’d conquered death and promised a resurrection 
when I’ll see Grandmother and Manuel again. Hope in a 
God who loves broken sinners like me and promises to make 
us whole again. Hope in a future when everything would be 
made new again, made good again, without any of the hurt 
and pain that follow us around now. Hope is different from 
sin. It nudges you towards God and invites you to love the 
One you’ve put your trust in. Instead of puffing you up or 
making you feel worthless, it whispers you’re not the point. 
It says you’re not big enough to fix everything that’s wrong 
with the world, but there’s somebody who is. It says you’re 
broken and sinful now, but someday God will heal you. It 
promises Jesus will confront, battle, and destroy every evil 
of every kind: porn, pride, racism, poverty, sexism, violence, 
cruelty, self-hatred, and ultimately death, and invites you to 

take part in the meantime.
So I asked God to make me whole again, to free me 

from addiction. I asked Him to use me to do something 
good in the world, to make it a better place. (You may note 
the subtle strike of pride there - asking to change the world 
while I’m still very broken and still learning how to repent.) 
I didn’t get quite the answer I expected.

What will you give up for Me?
 “...porn? Isn’t that the point?”
 I didn’t hear anything, so I asked again. Once  

  again:
What will you give up for Me?
 “I’ll fast once a week and donate the money?” 
I heard nothing, and asked yet again. Again:
What will you give up for Me?
 “What do you want?”
Everything. 

I heard myself say “okay”, but it was still hard to believe. 
How had this happened? When did I become willing to give 
up everything? What did that even mean? I was confused, 
but my heart was on fire as I felt the most excited I’d felt in 
years. God had asked something of me, and I had agreed! I, 

But at the same time, I saw a God 
who deeply loved me. A God who 
knew every dark secret I kept, 
every selfish hate I harbored, every 
inadequacy and every way in which 
I fall short of goodness, and still 
called me his beloved child.
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still the same wretched hateful sinner I was before, could do 
something that God wanted! 

And yes, God pulled through, at least for a bit. For five 
days I was suddenly freed from lust, from any temptation 
towards pornography in what I can only describe as a miracle. 
It was just so weird - all the temptations which had plagued 
me for years were suddenly just gone, and I worshipped 
God with the purest heart I can remember having. After five 
days, the temptation was back just as suddenly as it had 
left. It was as if God were intervening just enough to show 
that healing was possible, pushing me towards the painful 
process of natural recovery. To give me hope that following 
Him was worth it, but still asking me to put in the effort.  
So that’s what’s happened so far. I try to follow Him, try to 
put Him above my disordered desires, knowing that He’s 
worth it and will someday completely free me. Sometimes it 
really hurts to trust Him and I just hide and cry. Sometimes 
I completely ignore Him. But as each time I repent and turn 
a little bit more to Him, things get a little bit better. I get a 
little bit better. Someday, long after we’ve died in this life, 
God will remake his children in Christ’s likeness and we’ll 
be perfect. But for now, we know that God walks beside us 
as we stumble, fall, and stand up again each day.

To be honest, I’m still pretty scared about what giving 
God “everything” means. It’s not as though porn, or even 
pride, was the only thing wrong with me. If watching porn 
is wrong because (among other reasons) it’s me seeking 
pleasure from something ungodly, what about other movies? 
What about all the money I spend over the bare minimum 
on food - am I not still gaining pleasure from money I could 
have donated to something more worthwhile? What about 
all the books I own, that I’ve bought to feed my intellect 
but not to feed the hungry? Is it wrong to put so much effort 
into learning math that I could be putting into praying? Or 
into learning lines and acting that I could spend learning 
generosity and giving? Or into loving music when I could 
be loving God? What exactly does God want from me? 
What does it mean to deny oneself and give everything up 
for God?  I don’t know yet. Do you? Will you?

I am falling in love again
so soon so long

in love with this world
with its beauty

its sun
its healing rain

its novelty
its surprises

its shallow depths
its deep firm sand

(that place where a boy
with his bare feet

once trampled
I love you)

This morning I thought of 
rain and its place

the need of thirsting plants
the depth of their roots
the depth of my roots;

my children, earth’s trees

All of it again, dear one,
in love again.

maybe this time
it will last forever.9

9 “Falling in Love,”  Mary Aitken.

God walks beside us as we stumble, 
fall, and stand up again each day.

Colin Aitken is a senior in 
Course 18 and is involved 
in Intervarsity Christian 
Fellowship and the MIT 
Shakespeare Ensemble. 
Currently, his favorite play is 
The Power of Darkness and his 
favorite book about the bible is 
The Unseen Realm.

Ecce Homo, Domenica Fetti, c. 1600. “This I have done for you, now what will you 
do for me”
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September 25, 2016
The MIT chapel is filled to capacity. Dozens of students are 
seated on the cushions scattered on rugs covering the marble 
floor at the front of the chapel. The chairs are filled and the 
overflow are perched on the ledges around the chapel’s 
circumference. Everyone is facing the altar, where tall candles 
interspersed with small, sparkling glass votives illuminate two 
icons. 

The occasion is a gathering sponsored by the Lutheran 
Episcopal Ministry at MIT and the Boston-Cambridge Mission 
Hub. With us are two brothers from the Taizé Community 
in France. Brother John and Brother Emile are traveling 
throughout the United States, joining Taizé gatherings in prayer 
and speaking about reconciliation. Over 150 people of all ages 
and ethnicities have gathered at MIT for an informal meal with 
the brothers and an evening of fellowship and conversation 
about intentional community and pilgrimage.

At 8:00pm, the chanted song Ubi Caritas (Where there is 
charity and love, God is there), accompanied by piano and flute, 
opens the service of simple contemplative evening worship. 
Then the gathered assembly calls on Jesus to open their hearts 
to the Kingdom of God: “The Kingdom of God is justice and 
peace and joy in the Holy Spirit. Come Lord, and open in us 
the gates of your Kingdom.” A student reads a psalm of praise, 
followed by the chant “Bless the Lord, My Soul.” Scripture 
and song are beginning to work their magic, uniting the diverse 
assembly of Christians and seekers as one heart. 

The scripture passage is John 15:9-12. Brother John, seated 
among the people on the rugs, reads in English: “As the Father 
has loved me, so I have loved you; abide in my love. If you 
keep my commandments, you will abide in my love, just as I 
have kept my Father’s commandments and abide in his love. I 
have said these things to you so that my joy may be in you, and 
that your joy may be complete. ‘This is my commandment, 
that you love one another as I have loved you.” Taizé prayer 

is international. After the gospel is read in English, Brother 
Emile reads the same passage in French. Voices rise from 
around the room. The gospel is repeated in Haitian Creole, 
Spanish, and German. As our minds and hearts contemplate 
peace, reconciliation, and unity, we sing of God’s Kingdom, 
justice, peace, and joy in the Holy Spirit. 

Then the silence, the heart of our prayer. Ten delicious 
minutes of quiet to slow down and breathe, ponder what we 
have heard and seen this evening, tune our hearts to God, 
connect with our community of prayer, or drift, dream, or 
deliberate. Time to rest, reflect, and gather energy for the week 
ahead.

The silence breaks with student voices praying for 
reconciliation, justice, that we may be faithful witnesses to the 
Gospel. The response is sung quietly in French: Toi, tu nous 
aimes, source de vie (Lord God, source of life and compassion, 
you love us). We pray the Lord’s Prayer together, each praying 
in the words of their home and heart. We raise our voices 
together in chanted song: O Lord, Hear My Prayer, and Jesus, 
Remember Me. The final song, Jubilate Deo (Rejoice in the 
Lord, Alleluia) is a joyful noise, a reminder as we go out into 
the world that we are called to praise the living God, in the 
words of the closing prayer, “for the multitudes of women, 

men, young people and children who, across the earth, are 
striving to be witnesses to peace, to trust and to reconciliation.”

Many of those gathered have experienced Taizé prayer 
before. Some have been on pilgrimage to the Taizé Community 
in France. For others, this is their first experience of Taizé. 
Only forty-five minutes have elapsed since we sang Ubi 
Caritas together, yet we are transformed. All depart glowing 
and refreshed, warmed by contemplative prayer in community, 
inspired by the message of the Gospel.

What is Taizé? 
Taizé is an ecumenical monastic community in the Burgundy 
region of France, which draws over a hundred thousand 
pilgrims annually, especially youth, from many countries and 
walks of life. Taizé is not only a musical repertoire, but a style 
of contemplative worship and prayer based on the worship at 
that community. 

Taizé was founded on and practices a number of significant 
themes: 

• Reconciliation (ecumenical, international, between  
 God and God’s creation),

• Common Prayer (community), 
• Participation of the Assembly, 
• Refuge from a secular and materialist culture, 
• Refreshment, 
• Silence/listening, 
• Adaptability to time, place, and community.

Song & Stillness: 
The Prayer of Taizé
Susan Butterworth

“...for the multitudes of women, men, young people and 
children who, across the earth, are striving to be witnesses to 

peace, to trust and to reconciliation.”
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A brief history of Taizé
As a young seminarian, Roger Schutz, a French-Swiss 
Protestant in the Reformed tradition, envisioned a life of 
communal prayer and charity based on the Beatitudes. In 1940, 
while France was occupied by the Germans during World War 
Two, he moved to the small village of Taizé, in “free France”, 
near the borders of both occupied France and Switzerland. 
Living alone there, he began a regime of praying three times 
daily and offering hospitality to Jewish and political refugees 
from occupied France. Brother Roger’s vision was both for 
a monastic community of celibate men and for reconciliation 
among Christians —Catholic, Protestant and Orthodox—and 
among nations. He is quoted in Kathryn Spink’s biography, A 
Universal Heart: “I found myself as if impelled to do everything 
I could to build a community life in which reconciliation would 
be realized, made concrete, day by day. To begin with I must 
start a life of prayer alone. I would find a house where there 
would be prayer in the morning, at midday and in the evening 
and I would take in those who were fleeing, those in hiding.”1 

Roger’s work became increasingly dangerous as the Germans 
entered the previously unoccupied zone. In 1942, his house 
was occupied by the Germans. He remained in Switzerland 
until France was liberated in 1944. He returned to Taizé with 
three prospective brothers and began a mission to German 
prisoners of war in the area and offered a home to orphaned 
and abandoned children after the war. The first brothers took 
their vows in the village church in 1948, with Brother Roger 
as prior.

Thus Taizé was conceived as a place of communal prayer 
and reconciliation. As the community matured through the 
1950s and early 60s, ecumenism became a focus. Brother 
Roger hoped that all Christians could pray together and receive 

1  Kathryn Spink. A Universal Heart: The Life and Vision of Brother Robert of 
Taizé. (London: SPCK, 1986), 28.

communion at a common table. He was a frequent visitor 
to Rome, friend of Pope John XXIII and an observer at the 
Vatican II conference.  By 1962, the community was attracting 
growing numbers of young people and had outgrown the small 
village church. The Church of the Reconciliation was built on 
the grounds of the community to accommodate the visitors. 
The community became more international with the addition 
of brothers and youthful visitors of international origin.

Worship at Taizé
The question of what brings so many visitors to Taizé, is 
often asked. Spink writes, “To all who visit Taizé, part of the 
attraction of the community undoubtedly lies in its ecumenical  
nature. However, of all the reasons volunteered by visitors as 
an explanation for their presence, that most frequently heard is 
the strength of the prayer.”2  

The liturgy at Taizé is contemplative, characterized by 
simplicity and a basis in scripture and prayer, comprised of 
simple songs, a few words, and generous amounts of silence. 
Songs frame readings from the psalms, from scripture, litanies 
of praise, and intercessory prayer. The participation of the 
assembly is essential.

In his article, “Worship at Taizé: a Protestant monastic 
servant community,” Horton Davies describes the physical 
surroundings and worship at Taizé from his experience in 1974. 
He describes the international youth and the Church of the 
Reconciliation. He comments on the ecumenical nature of the 
monastic community. Over twenty Protestant denominations 
are represented, as well as Roman Catholic Franciscans and 
Orthodox Christians. He is particularly struck by the silence 
and the fact that the white-robed brothers sit in the midst of the 
worshippers. The majority of the congregation sits or kneels 

2 Ibid, 156.

An outdoor Taize service in Taize, France
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on cushions on the floor in the candlelit room. “The office 
includes chanted psalms in which the congregation joins and 
also solo passages sung by one of the brothers. The lessons 
and the main collect are read in French, German, Spanish, and 
English, with significant intervals of silence.”3 

Davies concludes his article by stressing once again the 
ecumenical nature of Taizé worship, and “its joyful solemnity, 
its simple and sincere naturalness, its desire to serve the 
world for Christ’s sake, its biblical fidelity, its unitive and 
contemplative silences, its many responses for the people of 
God, its unity of music and image and sound and silence and 
its multilingual communication.”4 

In her article “The spirituality of Taizé,” Judith Kubicki 
explains, “The style of their prayer is unique and has developed 
out of a desire to enable all those who join them to actively 
participate in the liturgical worship of the community.”5  She 
continues: 

“In keeping with the ecumenical character of the 
community, Taizé prayer does not strictly follow the 
official liturgy of any particular Christian church. It seeks, 
rather, to incorporate the gifts of the various Christian 
traditions: emphasis on the word in the Protestant tradition, 
emphasis on Eucharist in the Roman Catholic traditions, 
and emphasis on the presence of God and reverence for 
icons in the Orthodox tradition.”6  

All who experience Taizé comment on the importance of 
a shared, or common, practice of prayer. Brother Jean-Marie 
reminds us, “Prayer in a Christian sense is an attentiveness to 
God that also makes us attentive to others.”7  Thus praying 
together—common prayer—has a bearing on how we live 
with others. 

Music of Taizé
The distinctive music of Taizé is composed of song and silence. 
Brother Jean-Marie writes, “We’ve found over the years that 
singing and silence are two fundamentals of prayer…It’s 
impossible to imagine a time of prayer at Taizé without that 
long moment of silence in the middle. It’s a time of listening, 
a time to leave things before God, a time to be before God, to 
have one’s soul open for God.” At the same time, “There’s a 
fullness to sung prayer, an element of wholeness.”  

In her book Liturgical Music as Ritual Symbol: A Case Study 

3 Horton Davies. “Worship at Taizé: a Protestant monastic servant community.” 
Worship 49, no. 1 (January 1975), 27.
4 Ibid, 33.
5 Judith Kubicki. “The spirituality of Taizé.” Liturgical Ministry 10 (September 
2001), 210.
6 Ibid, 211.
7 Brother Jean-Marie. “Prayer at Taizé: Singing and Silence.” The Christian 
Century 118, no. 10 (March 21, 2001), 16.

of Jacques Berthier’s Taizé Music, Judith Kubicki focuses 
on the music of Taizé as a case study of the participation of 
the assembly in liturgy. Originally the liturgy at Taizé was 
conducted in French. Explaining the development of the 
music of Taizé, she writes, “The active participation of all 
their guests has been a priority for the brothers whenever and 
wherever they have gathered for prayer.”8  As the number 
of pilgrims increased in size and diversity, she continues, 
“Brother Robert Giscard, who was responsible for leading the 

group in song, realized that neither the alternative of singing 
in French nor of choosing the best known hymns from each 
language-group adequately promoted the active participation 
of all.”9  A breakthrough came with the success of singing 
the seventeenth-century Michael Pretorius canon Jubilate 
Deo with multi-lingual youth. The text is in Latin, which 
does not privilege any living language group, and the song 
is brief enough to be learned easily. The singing of the Latin 
Jubilate Deo meets a fundamental principle of Taizé: “What is 
important is that Taizé’s goal of reconciliation was furthered 
by their efforts to arrive at a liturgical practice whereby the 
language of the songs, as far as possible, included rather than 
excluded.”10  After experiencing the success of the Latin canon, 
Brother Robert asked the Parisian composer Jacques Berthier 
to compose new canons on short Latin texts. The collaboration 
between Brother Robert and Jacques Berthier resulted in the 
body of music that is now identified as Taizé music.

Kubicki writes that Berthier, a classically-trained Roman 
Catholic Church musician, was inspired by his love of 
Gregorian chant and commitment to active participation of the 

8 Judith Kubicki, Liturgical Music as Ritual Symbol: A Case Study of Jacques 
Berthier’s Taizé Music (Leuven: Peeters, 1999), 46.
9 Ibid, 47.
10 Ibid, 79.

“...emphasis on the word in the Protestant tradition, emphasis on 
Eucharist in the Roman Catholic traditions, and emphasis on the 

presence of God and reverence for icons in the Orthodox tradition.”

A chapel near Taize, France where pilgrims go for prayer.
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assembly as he wrote the music for the Taizé community. He 
began with the canon form, which “appeared to provide the 
brevity and simplicity that Brother Robert intuitively believed 
would accommodate the constantly changing and renewed 
assemblies at Taizé and would enable them to join easily in the 
singing.”11  The canon is limited as a harmonic form, however, 
so Berthier began to favor the ostinato form that is now most 
associated with Taizé music. Also short and easy to learn, the 
ostinato offers more harmonic variety than the canon. Always, 
the goal was two-fold: “to create a repertoire of music that was 
on the one hand quality music and on the other hand music 
accessible to large and varied assemblies.”12 

Berthier’s music falls into four genres. The first is the 
ostinato chant, “a musical unit sung in continuous repetition 
and accompanied by other musical elements that are 
continually changing.”13  A cantor, choir, or solo instrumental 
part can embellish the ostinato, but the important point is that 
the foundation belongs to the assembly. 

The second genre is the litany, used in the psalms and 
intercessory prayer in the daily prayer of Taizé. The litany 
consists of verses sung by a cantor with a short refrain by 
the assembly. In its classic form the litany involves interplay 
between the assembly and the cantor, requiring a differentiation 
between cantor and assembly. Practically speaking in the Taizé 
worship at MIT, the verses of the intercession and the psalms 
are spoken—this allows more participation by the assembly—
and the assembly sings a refrain, such as an Alleluia or a 
Kyrie. Technically, an Alleluia or a Kyrie is a third genre, 
an acclamation. Acclamations are sung in the Eucharistic 
liturgy at several points: to greet the gospel, at the Sanctus, the 
memorial acclamation, and the great Amen. They can also be 
used as refrains for verses. 

The fourth genre is the canon. Berthier’s canons range from 
simple canons like the Jubilate Deo to ever more complex 
canons consisting of principal and secondary canons, with 
the principal canon sung by the assembly while the secondary 
canon is sung by the choir. The canon, like the ostinato, can 
continue for an indefinite period of time.

Kubicki points out the aleatory nature, the element of chance 
or variation, of Berthier’s music for Taizé. There is a great 
deal of choice among various options left to the performers. 
With the assembly providing the ostinato foundation, many of 
Berthier’s compositions allow for many possibilities of vocal 
and instrumental solos and layers, to occur as the Holy Spirit 
and the resources of the assembly allow. There is no ideal 
performance mode. The music is “versatile, dynamic, and 
provisional.”14  

Brother Robert, in the performance notes for Music from 
Taizé, makes it clear that the “goal towards which this music 
is directed is prayer, and most especially communal prayer.”  
15Always remember that the main purpose of Taizé music is to 
facilitate the active participation of the assembly in communal 
11 Ibid, 51.
12 Ibid, 52.
13 Ibid, 55.
14 Ibid, 75.
15 Brother Robert, Music from Taizé, Volume 1, Vocal Edition (London: Collins 
Liturgical Publications, 1982), x.

prayer. For Brother Robert, “It is up to each user of this music 
to find the best ways of arranging the material for his or her 
own circumstances and resources.”16  The versatile, dynamic, 
and provisional nature of Taizé music is most encouraging to 
me; while multiple instruments and an enthusiastic choir are 
powerful tools for leading prayer, the unaccompanied voice is 
an equally effective tool, and a cappella singing lends intimacy 
and simplicity to Taizé prayer. 

Robert Batastini is largely responsible for bringing Taizé 
music to the U.S. through his position as editor at GIA 
Publications. He writes, “The worship experience is that of 
uniting the entire assembly in an act of sung prayer while 
freeing the minds of the worshipers to meditate and reflect in 
individual spontaneous prayer.”17  Repetition is essential to the 
sung prayer of Taizé, as repetition serves to free the mind while 
uniting the assembly in a way that is different from shared 
silence. Repeated chant-like singing joins all of the assembly 
in tune with each other and with God.

International Outreach of Taizé
The Taizé community carries its message out into the world. 
Widely attended annual prayer meetings in major European 
cities have been gathering for 40 years. Since 2006, the 
Pilgrimage of Trust on Earth has expanded to cities in Africa and 
Asia. Organized by the Taizé brothers, participants worship in 
local parishes and in large communal prayer meetings. Brother 
John and Brother Emile stopped at MIT on a tour of the U.S. 
and Canada, gathering support for an ecumenical Pilgrimage 
of Trust in St. Louis in May 2017.

Taizé at MIT: Bringing Taizé Prayer to the 
local community
Jason Santos is an American who has written a twenty-first 
16 Kubicki, Liturgical Music as Ritual Symbol, 78.
17 Robert Batastini, “Taizé: the community and its music.” Journal of Church 
Music 26, no. 4 (April 1984), 21.

Taizé provides a way to slow down 
and feel centered amid the multiple 
demands of school and life.

Susan Butterworth welcoming everyone at a Taize service in the MIT chapel. 
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century book about Taizé for a North American audience. His 
book opens with a scene from August 16, 2005, when on his 
first night at Taizé, he witnessed the stabbing murder of Brother 
Roger by a mentally ill woman during evening prayers.  His 
background is in youth ministry; his book grew out of his 
doctoral thesis at Princeton Theological Seminary. His chapter 
titled “Importing Taizé” was helpful to me in bringing Taizé 
to MIT. 

Establishing a context: Santos suggests establishing a 
context, familiarizing the community with the shape of a Taizé 
prayer service and its music. I discovered that there are many 
at MIT who are familiar with Taizé prayer, either because 
they’ve been to the Taizé community in France, or been a part 
of Taizé prayer in another city, church, or university.

Reconciliation: After establishing context, Santos suggests 
reaching across barriers. If you are Protestant, he suggests, 
reach out to a Catholic community and ask them if they would 
like to pray with you. As an Episcopalian, I would add reaching 
out to the evangelical community as well. I am grateful for the 
ecumenical spirit of our community, and the support of many 
chaplains and religious communities at MIT. Taizé reminds us 
that what we have in common is stronger than what divides us. 
Taizé nourishes an “unquenchable longing for reconciliation 
on earth.”18  

Creating the space: MIT’s interfaith chapel is a gift. The 
space is intimate and flexible, the acoustics rich, the marble 
altar invites candles and an icon. We move a row of chairs, roll 
out our rugs, and scatter kneeling cushions, so that we can sit 
or kneel on the floor as in the Church of the Reconciliation. 
The effect is simple and contemplative.

Music and Scripture: As participants enter, we offer them 
a small songbook and a short order of service. We also invite 
people to read a prayer, or a psalm, or the scripture passage 
in English or whichever language is their language of prayer. 
Once we start to pray, readers’ voices come from all sides, 
filling the space with our prayers. We mostly sing and chant 
a cappella (without instrumental accompaniment). Again, we 
keep it simple, pure, and participatory.

The silence: Santos writes, “When ‘Taizé services’ in North 
America come to the period of silence, it’s often an awkward 
part of the liturgy…we’re not used to being silent for any length 
of time, and in the face of eight or ten minutes of silence, many 
people become anxious.”19  At MIT, we have a core of people 
who have come to love and cherish the silence, who ride 
their bikes across the city to be in the silence. Santos writes, 
“This peace fills their hearts and minds so that they no longer 
worry about the length of the silence or what they should be 
doing, because they’re encountering God. When those who are 
praying with you reach this point, the time of silence will take 
on a whole new meaning.”20  My goal as leader of Taizé @ 
MIT is to create the space for an encounter with God, to offer 
a space at MIT that is international and ecumenical, and where 
we experience the joy of a community of prayer.

18 Jason Santos, A Community Called Taizé: A Story of Prayer, Worship and 
Reconciliation (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 2008), 153.
19 Ibid, 164.
20 Ibid, 165.

In the culture of our students, the prolonged silence is 
profound. Sunday night Taizé worship provides a transition 
from the weekend into the school week. Taizé provides a way 
to slow down and feel centered amid the multiple demands 
of school and life. The silence and meditative quality of 
Taizé-style prayer are important; so too is the community 
and connection allowed by the ecumenical nature of Taizé. In 
the simplicity and flexibility of Jacques Berthier’s music, the 
wisdom of scripture, the encounter with God in silence, and 
above all in the participation of the assembly, I have faith that 
the Holy Spirit will come and pray in us. 

How does Taizé at MIT nourish our longing 
for reconciliation?
The joy and beauty of Taizé lives in its universal spirit. On 
Sunday evenings in the MIT chapel, we gather seekers from 
various Christian traditions (or none, or more than one), from 
a wide variety of countries of origin. We gather undergraduates 
and grad students, post docs and alumnae from MIT, Harvard, 
and Tufts, seminarians from EDS, HDS, BU, Gordon-
Conwell, people from intentional communities, residents 
of the surrounding Boston and Cambridge community. We 
gather students who have been making the pilgrimage to 
Taizé since childhood across a spectrum to folks who are 
new to contemplative prayer. All are fed. We are united and 
transformed by prayer and by one another. 

Song & Stillness, Taizé @ MIT meets weekly on Sunday 
evenings at 8 p.m. in the nondenominational chapel at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Modeled on the prayer 
of the Taizé community in France, the service includes readings 
from scripture, candlelight, meditative singing, and silence. 
The program, which began in September 2015, is sponsored 
by the Lutheran Episcopal Ministry (LEM) at MIT and is led 
by Episcopal seminarian/intern Susan Butterworth. 

Photos by Katie Ernst, used with permission of the 
the Boston-Cambridge Mission Hub, founded by LEM in 
collaboration with five other congregations. It is creating a 
network of long-term, affordable intentional communities that 
cultivate a transformed sense of belonging in their members 
while rooting them in their congregations and neighborhoods. 
For information, visitfacebook.com/bcmhub

We are united and transformed by 
prayer and by one another.

Susan Butterworth is a seminarian 
at Episcopal Divinity School, and 
Taizé prayer leader at MIT. This is 
her second year as an intern with 
the Lutheran Episcopal Ministry 
at MIT. Her areas of ministry 
focus on ecumenical and interfaith 
studies, and a ministry of music to 
those at the end of life.
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Saint Jerome Writing, Caravaggio, 1605

As a Christian, I want my faith to be the most important 
thing in my life, informing and coloring all I say and do.

As an MIT student, I spend an obscene number of 
hours a week working on problem sets. Working about as 
diligently as all my non-Christian friends.

I love what I study as a physics major. My biggest 
frustration is that I won’t be able to take more classes before 
I graduate...and I’ve still got 3 semesters left. I wish I were 
one of those people who could take 6 classes a semester, 
not so that I could double major but just because there’s so 
much to learn.

While clearly not in conflict a priori, these two spheres 
of life have their own distinct cultures, their own separate 
languages, and even their own unspoken value systems. 
Even when they sometimes seem to dictate the same 
action (“work hard in school”), the framework providing 
the motivation is different (“work hard as working for the 
Lord” as opposed to “work hard in order to understand the 
material...and for the grade”). These motivations slowly 
shape the way we view our work and ultimately ourselves, 
and only one can dominate. Sure, you can’t serve two 
masters if one is good and the other is evil, but you also 
cannot serve two masters simply because there are two 
of them. It is difficult, if not impossible, to maintain two 
primary mental/spiritual languages.

I suspect this implicit tension may be a big reason 
why so many Christians either walk away from the faith 
during college or put it on the far back burner. They are 

simultaneously unmoored from their previous life and 
immersed within a culture that has its own set of values 
that are not explicitly Christian. Those values may even 
be good things, but they are not explicitly Christian, and 
they eventually crowd out the old perspective. As the 
new framework takes up more and more of their mental 
bandwidth, their old values just begin to feel less real. I’ve 
felt this many times myself.

If this is correct, then we need to find in Christianity 
a framework that can include things like school work and 
careers, and not just in the sense of passively leaving room 
for them, but of actively motivating them.

This shouldn’t be too hard. Jesus died for the life of the 
world, not just to save souls out of the world. Our work (I 
will use work as a synecdoche for the whole work-school-
career-culture framework we find ourselves surrounded in, 
since it takes up the most time of these at MIT) is part of the 
the fabric of that life of the world, and therefore is something 
that Jesus is planning on restoring. As new creations 
ourselves (see 2 Cor 5:17, for example), our work should 
taste of the cosmic renewal that we ourselves are caught up 
in. It is not just something we do on the side while we wait 
for Him to return, but is included in that very redemptive 
process that began at the resurrection. His kingdom must 
provide the motivation for the fact of our work, as well as 
its manner and results.

After talking with my pastor and several other 
important mentors, I’m beginning to synthesize a few ideas 

Work and Worship
Taylor Craig
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about what it means to approach our work from this kind 
of uniquely Christian perspective. In thinking through this, 
three frameworks have served as lenses for my thoughts: 
the book of Ecclesiastes, Alexander Schmemann’s idea of 
sacraments from his book For the Life of the World, and 
Herman Bavinck’s idea of grace restoring nature.

I want to start discussing Ecclesiastes from what it says 
about God rather than about man. Within the context of a 
God-centered vision of life, its various claims about the 
human experience will make more sense. Regarding God, 
there is one main theme in Ecclesiastes: He is to be feared. 
“God is in heaven, and you are on earth. Therefore let your 
words be few....God is the one you must fear” (5:2,7). “Fear 
God and keep his commandments, for this is the whole duty 
of man” (12:13). The Lord is in control, reigning as a king, 
and ours is to see His governance rather than presuming to 
reign ourselves. Wisdom realizes its place, “that man cannot 
find out the work that is done under the sun,” which is the 
work of God (8:17). Though He rules by convoluted ways 
and leads by mysterious paths, patient trust is our part, for 
we cannot see what He is doing (7:13-14). “You do not 
know the work of God who makes everything” (11:5). We 
are to live our lives knowing that God reigns and will bring 
all of our actions into judgment (11:9, 12:14). This requires 
of us a humble faithfulness in all our ways (5:4, 12:13-14). 
His reign requires that we serve Him in humility, trusting 
his providence and living our lives in daily faithfulness.

This is especially seen in one of the sub-themes of 
Ecclesiastes, the existence of injustice and oppression on 
this earth. The answer to this evil is always the fact that the 
Lord reigns and will finally judge all men. Just as all things 
have their time, so God delays the judgment of the wicked 
until the time that shall most suit his ends (3:17). Though 
the wicked flourish for now, it will ultimately go well with 
those who fear the Lord (8:12-13). When the book ends with 
the comfort (!) that God shall judge every deed, we are not 
the accused, but rather our enemies are! God’s judgment in 
this usage is not personal justice on each person but rather 
His salvific vindication of His people against their foes (CS 
Lewis makes a similar point in Reflections on the Psalms). 
He reigns justly; we wait on Him in faith.

From this humble patience springs the attitude with 
which we approach our toil. In comparison with God’s 
eternal reign, our works are to be considered vanity, mist, 
vapor. This should not be understood as meaningless or 
pointless in the sense a nihilist might use the terms, but 
rather as small or, perhaps especially, transient and fleeting. 
Man is not given to know what will come after him, and 
therefore is to be faithful in his day-to-day life, rather than 
letting ambition drive him to strive after the wind. The 
kingdom will always progress and grow, and our part in 

that growth may be, from some perspective, large (whether 
as a revival leader or a great physicist or an inventor who 
improved the quality of life of thousands of people), but we 
are to consider ourselves unworthy servants, humble and 
faithful in whatever role we find ourselves, no matter how 
small.

If we see this vanity as specifically temporal in nature 
(“transient”), then it speaks to something more like the folly 
of viewing life in terms of a progression of gain in wealth 
or honor. This also resonates with the metaphors used in 
the poetic beginning of chapter 1: rivers flow again to 
whence they came, and promotions put the same man into 
a new place that is really not that new at all. Throughout 
the Preacher refers again and again to the lack of gain in 
human ventures: Solomon’s labors are more fruitless than 
inherently worthless (though things become worthless 
when we pursue them only for gain), and one of the evils 
under the sun is that a man cannot see what will be after 
him; all human ambition must fail even as all men must die. 
The book ends by reminding us of our old age and death. 
No matter our apparent progress, we do not finally ascend to 
play God, to see the whole picture; but rather we are faithful 
in our little share of the world, fearing God and keeping His 
commandments.

That the thesis of the preacher is not the inherent 
pointlessness of all things is crucially demonstrated when 
the preacher says that God has made everything beautiful in 
its time (3:11). Creation is to be understood as good. Man’s 
work and toil are beautiful in their place. Nothing is without 
value; but everything here is small and temporary. On the 
other hand, “whatever God does endures forever; nothing 
can be added to it, nor can anything be taken from it. God 
has done it, so that people fear before Him” (3:14). The 
proper response to creation (Ps 19) and to the realization of 
our own smallness is worship.

In our toil, this worship takes the form of joy in work. 
This is the conclusion Solomon comes to when he finds 
that all endeavors fail to provide gain in the final account 
(2:24-25), and this exhortation becomes the refrain of the 
book (3:12, 22, 4:6, 5:18-19, 8:15, 9:7-10, 11:7-9). Rather 
than work because of what we can get out of it, our work 
becomes a way to embrace the beauty in all things in their 
time, and thus is a source of joy for the one who seeks it 
even in the everyday monotony of toil. This is our lot, and 
therefore we labor earnestly at our work with all our might 
(9:10), not as a covetous striving (note the warning in 4:4) 
but as a means of our joy in God’s good world. Tranquility 
rather than anxiety is the result (4:6).

Note that many of these passages lay the foundation for 
this exhortation on the nature of God’s gift to man. Though 
the quality of man’s lot is in question from the beginning 

Jesus died for the life of the world, not just to save souls out of the world.
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(1:13), accepting good from the hand of the Lord by finding 
happiness in what He has given us is the truest means of 
joy in this fleeting world. This joy goes with us all our days 
(8:15), even though there is evil, oppression, and the specter 
of death looming over us all.

So, then, Ecclesiastes gives us the beginning of our 
answer: we honor God in our work by approaching it with 
patient faithfulness rather than ambition for selfish gain (of 
which there can be none in the end) and with joy that He 
has made all things good in their time and blessed us in our 
toil. Our high view of God leads us to wait on Him, who 
has blessed our work and will reign over all things wisely 
until the time when He shall vindicate those who patiently 
serve Him.

This still leaves a lot to be filled in: why is our work 
important to God? Are we playing a small part in His good 

reign that tends towards the restoration of all things, or are 
we biding our time, simply waiting for His judgment? How 
are we to see God in our work, and how is it construed as a 
blessing to us? 

I want to start addressing these by considering 
thankfulness. As persistent as the theme of gift is, I find it 
interesting that gratitude is not more often mentioned as 
a virtue that Ecclesiastes values. In our understanding of 
the whole of Scripture, however, the ideas presented must 
lead us to thankfulness for God’s specific goodness to us, 
a thankfulness which is indeed not so far from worship. 
Thanksgiving and praise are paralleled frequently in 
Scripture, not least in the well-known Psalm 100. They are 
caught up together in the idea of blessing the Lord (here I 
begin to borrow from Schmemann; see more below) which 
is found all over the Psalter.

The idea of gift in Scripture goes all the way back to 
Genesis 1:29: “I give to you every seed bearing plant...” 

Man was clearly made king in the garden in being given 
dominion; he was also made priest in this new temple, a 
palace servant in God’s magnificent new dwelling. He is 
the image and vice-regent of God, the self-conscious part 
of creation that directs the praise of nature towards the One 
who made all things—a sort of cosmic worship leader. 
His service consisted of tending the garden given to him. 
In ordering and nurturing to a full, mature beauty all the 
works of the Lord that were graciously given to him, he 
would magnify the One who makes all things beautiful in 
the fullness of time and thus crown the Lord’s gift to him 
by offering it back to God, magnificent and complete (note 
the parallels to Christ’s work in the church, 1 Cor 15:24-28, 
Jude 24, Ephesians 5:25-27).

In doing so, man will come to know God fully, for all 
creation reveals God in His glory. As Adam walked with 
God over the years, he would have grown in wisdom, 
knowing the character of God ever more intimately, and 
thus growing in his worship of the Lord. As this relationship 
deepened, every taste of the Lord’s goodness in the food 
given him would have evoked deeper gratitude and every 
sunrise would result in more praise and worship. In For the 
Life of the World, Schmemann writes: 

All that exists is God’s gift to man, and it all exists 
to make God known to man, to make man’s life 
communion with God. It is divine love made food, made 
life for man. God blesses everything He creates, and, in 
biblical language, this means that he makes all creation 
the sign and means of His presence and wisdom, love 
and revelation: ‘O taste and see that the Lord is good.’ 

This communion proceeds in Adam’s interaction 
with creation: he is to name the animals as part of having 
dominion over them, and “to name a thing is to manifest the 
meaning and value God gave it, to know it as coming from 
God and to know its place and function within the cosmos 
created by God.”1 Thus all of Adam’s work and toil was to 
be a means to bless God in thanks and praise by connecting 
each thing back to the God who is revealed therein. Life 
ought to be one perpetual act of worship by the cosmic 
priest: 

“He stands at the center of the world and unifies it in 
his act of blessing God, of both receiving the world 
from God and offering it to God—and by filling the 
world with this eucharist, he transforms his life, the one 
that he receives from the world, into life in God, into 

1  Alexander Schmemann, For the Life of the World

Man is not given to know what will come after him, and 
therefore is to be faithful in his day-to-day life, rather than 

letting ambition drive him to strive after the wind.

Lunch atop a Skyscraper, NYC, 1932
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communion with Him. The world was created as the 
“matter,” the material of one all-embracing eucharist, 
and man was created as the priest of this cosmic 
sacrament.”

It is worth remembering that the word eucharist (not used 
here specifically for the Lord’s Supper) comes directly from 
the Greek word for giving thanks.

What Schmemann means becomes more clear if we 
understand his view of sacraments in general. They are not 
something discontinuous with the whole of the life of the 
church, and can only be understood in liturgy. They are not 
magical, but nor are they merely visual aids. In them God 
is really present and active, but not in a way independent 
from the symbolic nature of the sacraments. Schmemann 
uses the language of epiphany, describing when one thing 
“expresses, communicates, reveals, manifests the ‘reality’” 
of another thing.2 This sacrament is not distinct from the 
way nature is supposed to reveal God, but differs in its 
explicitness and its relationship to the New Covenant. In 
sacrament we have a real participation in the thing that is 
therein made present. The institution of bread and wine as 
sacrament does not make them into something they were 
not, but rather redeems them from the opacity of the shroud 
of death that lies over the earth and fulfills them in tying 
them directly to Christ, who was from the beginning the 
One to Whom all things pointed and in Whom all things 
hold together (Col 1:17). (Sidenote for theology nerds: 
Schmemann, an Eastern Orthodox priest, sees in the doctrine 
of Transubstantiation the root of much modern confusion 
not only over sacrament but over the whole nature of the 
sacred and its relationship to creation. The Orthodox just 
consider the Eucharist to be a divine mystery, rather than 
seeking to explain the process by which the bread and wine 
become Jesus’ flesh and blood.)

Thus creation is inherently sacramental (on this 

understanding of the term), in that by Creation we are 
always face-to-face with our Lord in a very real and direct 
way, rather than merely insofar as we make a mental leap 
from symbol to idea. His presence presses in on believer 
and unbeliever alike, for in all things He is revealed. There 
is no pantheism because the distinction between Creator 
and created always remains; yet the created does mediate 
between the creature and the Creator. The faithful priest 
goes through the world in communion thereby with the 
God who gives life and reveals Himself therein. An overly 
spiritualized faith which has no use for the tangible things 

2  Alexander Schmemann, Sacrament and Symbol

of the world, but only for ideas, is thus a rejection of our 
priestly calling. Either all of life is sacred, or none of it is.

As distant as Eastern Orthodoxy is from Reformed 
Presbyterianism, similar ideas can be found throughout 
the works of the Dutch theologian Herman Bavinck. Much 
of his thought returns to the theme that “grace restores 
nature”—that is, that creation is inherently good, and is 
not abandoned by redemption but is thereby brought to 
its full measure. Grace does not replace or add to nature, 
in a way that is perhaps best exemplified in the Roman 
Catholic doctrine of Transubstantiation, where heavenly 
food replaces earthly food as flesh replaces bread. Neither 
does grace retreat from nature, as if the greatest dream of 
the Christian were simply to leave this sin-stained world. 
No, all things are being made new (Rev 21:5).

This means Christ’s ultimate and final work is not to 
return man to a static state of “peace” with God, but rather, 
having secured that peace, to finish what Adam failed to do. 
Creation will be restored and further tended till it is a bright 

mirror of its Maker. The life given to man will be fulfilled 
in turning all pursuits of culture to their original aim: the 
greater glory of the Lord.

Bavinck follows Calvin in seeing in Christianity “not 
merely a principle of new spiritual life, but also an element, 
the most important element, of culture; to him, the Gospel 
was good news for all creatures, including family, society, 
scholarship and art.” Because of its very nature, the work 
of Christ 

must be reflected in the lives of believers in such a way 
that the faith-relation with Christ constitutes not only 
the decisive pre-condition but also the driving force for 

Grace, Eric Enstrom and Rhoda Nyberg, 1918

Rather than work because of what we can get out of it, our work becomes a 
way to embrace the beauty in all things in their time, and thus is a source of 

joy for the one who seeks it even in the everyday monotony of toil.
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the unfolding of created reality in meaningful cultural 
work. The faith-relation with Christ is primary. Man 
must first become a son of God again, before he can 
become a “cultural creature” in the true sense of the 
word. But once he is son of God, he can also dedicate 
himself to culture again. With evident agreement he 
[Bavinck] quotes the epigrammatic words of Johann 
Christoph Blumhardt to the effect “that man must be 
converted twice, first from the natural to the spiritual 
life, and thereafter from the spiritual to the natural life.” 
The disciples of Christ do have a calling to bear their 
cross, to deny themselves, and to follow their Master, 
but not to practice asceticism and otherworldliness. 
They must adopt a positive attitude toward earthly life.

In our daily labor, regardless of what it is, we somehow 
work to redeem this world. 

This, then, is how we approach our daily work. This 
perspective gives a specificity to the way in which we “work 
for the Lord, not for men.” All things were made good, were 
made holy, were made a means of man’s knowing God, 
even of knowing Him intimately, not just propositionally. 
Therefore there is no human activity (leaving aside the 
criminal and explicitly immoral) that cannot be fashioned 
to this end. This fashioning does not consist in turning 
away from the task in prayer, but in embracing the task as 
it was meant to be. This might not even seem to change 
the moment-by-moment experience of working; it doesn’t 
change the equations of physics, the syntax of Java, or the 
way laundry machines work. By coloring our purpose, 
renewing our minds, and reclaiming our attitudes, however, 
the whole time of work can become an act of worship, a 
pleasing and acceptable offering to the Lord. 

First, we work with joy, based on the conviction that 
all is gift. Our work is invariably a manifestation of God’s 
blessing on us. For some of us, it might be a job that keeps 
food on the table or gives us more than merely our daily 
bread. For MIT students it might be the talents and interests 
He has given us, the amazing opportunity that studying at 
MIT is, and the future opportunities that this will lead to. 
Other times it might be the opportunity to serve those we 
love, or simply to do what we love. Once we realize the all-
encompassing nature of God’s provision, there is no work 
that cannot be seen as a manifestation of God’s kindness to 
us, and therefore no work that should not spark our gratitude 
and joy.

More often than not, though, our work brings to our 
minds more gifts. If we work for the sake of our family, 
then they are a manifestation of God’s kindness. If we study 
black holes, then we are awed by the Lord of majesty as 

we see the order and power of creation and humbled by the 
lowly place of man, to whom much has been given. If we 
invent new mathematical concepts, we rejoice in the gift of 
intellect. Many jobs are direct opportunities to serve and 
thereby to be conformed to the Image of Christ, the great 
end of all man.

Second, we work with the conviction that our work is 
holy, because creation is holy. I can think of no work which 
is not in some way a taking dominion over the earth and 
seeking to fill it—and even if I could, God has deeper vision 
than we. Therefore all work is obedience and one step in 
the journey to the great garden-city. None of us can see the 
destination or see how large of a step we contribute, but 
here is where the humble, trusting patience of Ecclesiastes 
comes in—though we do not see, we rejoice in our portion, 
content to fear God in all our ways.

Third, we work with the hope that we will thereby grow 
to know God more. In one sense, this is because work can 
be a means of sanctification—Bonhoeffer argues that work 
grows us by freeing us from a selfish focus and thus is a 
means of liberation for us.3 If it is hard, it trains us to lay 
down our lives for others; if it is mindless, it is opportunity 
to pray; if frustrating, a forge for patience; if in this world, a 
battlefield for the growth of the Christian soldier.

But this growing in the knowledge of God also comes 
simply from interacting with His world. His providence 
is broader than the vistas that come to mind when we say 
the heavens declare the glory of God, and the humble soul 
that prayerfully seeks to find Him will learn of His ways 
in any vocation. This might be as simple as remembering 
the morning’s devotional passage throughout the day, or it 
could mean being struck by the generosity of a coworker. 
Bavinck writes that mankind as a whole images God in a 
way no one person can—therefore we learn of Him from 
all those around us. It could also mean learning something 
about ourselves that leads us to see God in a new way, or just 
dramatically seeing an aspect of God’s character through 
something that we might have called mundane were we not 
convinced that all the earth is by design holy to the Lord. In 
hope of all these things, we work with a desire to know God 
better at the end of the day than at the beginning. 

While we do not wish to replace work with prayer, 
it seems that if our goal is really to know God better, we 
will almost instinctively address ourselves to Him in little 
moments of distraction throughout the day. Yet rather than 
be a distraction, these prayers would only result in turning 
our focus more fully to our work. Rather than stealing us 
away to another world, these prayers would remind us of 

3 Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Life Together

Man must be converted twice, first from the natural to the spiritual 
life, and thereafter from the spiritual to the natural life
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the purposeful presence of God with us, directed towards 
our work, to which we are thus driven as good.

In all this we work for the Lord and not for men. We 
address all our work to God, even when we do not see the 
specific path between problem sets and the Kingdom. We 
are wary of working for the praise of men or even seemingly 
innocuous goals of self-improvement and the like, for to 
make the world no longer a gift from God to us for our 
deeper communion with Him is to create a secular world 
which does not answer to His reign and is not purchased by 
His redemption.

This does not mean that we reject or disrespect our 
bosses. In fact, the immediate context of Paul’s command 
to work for the Lord and not for men is His command for 
slaves to obey their masters. We honor our fellow men 
more when we do so for the sake of Christ. Though our 
thankfulness should reshape our motivations for working 
and the manner of our work, it does not have to punctuate 
every sentence or equation we write. Things can be done 
in themselves without being constantly spiritualized—to be 
unable to do a problem set without simultaneously praying 
for a friend, to be unable to drink a glass of orange juice 
without breaking out into a hymn afterward, is actually to 
repudiate God’s good world and swallow up the physical 
earth in the spiritual realm. We are not Gnostics. The reality 
of God’s presence and reign redirects all things and thereby 
reconstitutes them after the manner of the new creation, and 
in doing so reinforces rather than violates their sanctity in 
themselves. The change in the quality of the work, even 
if not perceptible in any snapshot of time, is now totally 
different for the task has been placed in the new world.

We must remember in all of this that in order to renew 
our work we must be new creations ourselves. Gone must 
be all complaining or arguing, grumbling against God’s 
provision. The very simplest and best way to do this is to 
have a determination to serve anyone encountered in the 
day as Christ would. Love and humility thus pervade the 
task, and must govern it if it is to be a new creation work. 
Work that can be abandoned to joyfully serve another and 
then resumed with thanksgiving is work that honors God. 
As Bonhoeffer says in Life Together:

We must be ready to allow ourselves to be interrupted 
by God, who will thwart our plans and frustrate our 
ways time and again, even daily, by sending people 
across our path with their demands and requests. We 
can, then, pass them by, preoccupied with our more 
important daily tasks, just as the priest—perhaps 
reading the Bible—passed by the man who had fallen 
among robbers.

Especially at MIT, it is all too easy to let work take on its 
own supremacy.

To close, I want to connect all human activity to the 

actions of Jesus in the Lord’s Supper (this idea came from 
a conversation with one of my high school teachers, Mr. 
Northup): He took, gave thanks, named (in the language 
of the new covenant kingdom), distributed, and fulfilled. 
So too we can sit down to our task, give thanks, proclaim 
the end of our work in the new creation, perform the task 
of reassigning/reorganizing/restructuring/recreating, and 
finally bring all this to its end in Jesus. In thus consecrating 
our work we make of it a thank offering to the One who 
gave us all, and by giving to Him our life’s work we give 
to Him our lives. This is the whole for which firstfruits and 
tithes were the representative part, for which indeed all of 
our Sunday worship and Bible studies stood. These “tithes” 
are not the sacred part that makes up for a secular whole, but 
rather the most direct and explicit way of offering what is 
offered finally and wholly in all our lives.

“God made me fast, and when I run I feel His pleasure”         
-Eric Liddel

“True education flows from worship and back to worship, 
because that is how the world really is.” 

-James Jordan

Christ on the Road to Emmaus, Roghman Roelant

Taylor Craig is a junior majoring in 
Physics who always seems on the 
verge of adding a Philosophy Minor 
(if only MIT had more classical 
philosophy . . .). He is typically up 
for discussing theology at any hour 
anyone else is.
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The 2016 US Presidential Election is over. It was an 
election like no other, producing so many unprecedented 
storylines that none of us could keep our eyes away from. It 
feels like forever ago, but the primary season saw a record 
percentage of voters on the Republican side and the second 
highest percentage on the Democratic side participating.1 In 
the general election, an all-time high of 84 million people 
watched the first debate from their homes. And yet, it was 
one of the most depressing. Just a week before the election, 
a NYT/CBS poll found that 82% of voters had become more 
disgusted by American politics this campaign, compared to 
13% who had become more excited.2

Distracted by this stultifying mix of comedy and disaster 
voyeurism, we largely missed out on the opportunity to 
discuss and debate the best role of government in the 21st 
Century.3 And that’s a conversation we desperately need 
to have, because the one thing we can all agree on is that 
Washington isn’t working.4 Faced with a president-elect 
who has taken a wide variety of positions on nearly every 
issue, we need to ask ourselves: How should he actually 
govern?

As we return to this age-old question, we need to resist 
the temptation to fall back into our usual partisan ruts. For 
instance, in economics, we’ve had decades of Republicans 
1 Pew Research, “Turnout was high in the 2016 primary season, but just short of 
2008 record.”
2 New York Times, “Voters Express Disgust Over U.S. Politics in New Times/
CBS Poll”, November 3rd.
3 There were some good debates on both sides of the aisle in the primary season, 
but the general election was almost entirely about the candidates’ personalities 
and pasts.
4 See Gallup, “Trust in Government”, http://www.gallup.com/poll/5392/trust-
government.aspx for a host of this polling data over time.

arguing that we need to lower taxes and reduce regulation 
to spur economic growth, while Democrats argue that we 
need higher taxes on the rich and more regulation to restrain 
corporations and distribute economic benefits more widely. 
Repeating the same debate every cycle has made US politics 
more and more polarized, especially at the national level.5

No, we all need to take a deep breath, step back from 
the battles and come together to think about the big picture. 
What led us here? What has changed about our country 
since whenever our history classes left off? What are the 
new challenges we face in the 21st Century? And what does 
God have to say about all of this?

In the end, I hope we can all start to see politics as much 
more than stand-up comedy or partisan tug-of-war. At its 
root, politics is not even really about addressing the latest 
national controversy or advancing a particular agenda, but 
about bringing us together as citizens to do what we can’t 
do on our own. We might not think of it that way, but our 
involvement in many different types of communities, from 
churches to frats, small groups to volunteering, forms the 
building blocks of our public life. If we want to solve the 

problems we face in our politics, that’s where we should 
start.
How did we get here?
To understand our current moment, we need to grapple 
with the forces that led us here. In The Fractured Republic6, 

5 See Pew, “Political Polarization in the American Public”, http://www.people-
press.org/2014/06/12/political-polarization-in-the-american-public/ for many 
such trends.
6 For my summary and review of this book, see https://thechristianrationalist.
com/2016/09/03/the-fractured-republic-by-yuval-levin-summary-and-review/

Politics: Where Do We Go From Here?
Sam Elder

At its root, politics is not even really about addressing the latest national 
controversy or advancing a particular agenda, but about bringing us 

together as citizens to do what we can’t do on our own. 
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conservative columnist Yuval Levin describes our country’s 
recent history as best summarized in a single word: diffusion. 
The image he cites is one familiar to many MIT students.

“In physics and chemistry, diffusion describes the 
tendency of particles in certain circumstances to 
move from areas of high concentration to areas of low 
concentration. As the particles spread out, the overall 
cohesion of the matter is reduced. By analogy, in 
economic, political and cultural terms, we might think 
of diffusion as the tendency of a tightly wound body 
politic to begin to disperse in all directions, becoming 
more scattered and individuated. The process of 
societal diffusion therefore involves decentralization, 
diminishing conformity, declining uniformity, and 
weakening authority.” (p46)

This has been the story, Levin writes, of America in the 
last 70 years since World War Two, essentially all of living 
memory. And once you hear it, you can’t stop seeing it 
everywhere:

• Political authority, or even the whiff of it, proved toxic   
to many voters this election cycle. Recall how the curse 
of being labelled “establishment” passed from Jeb Bush 
to Marco Rubio to Ted Cruz during the Republican 
primary.

• Why did same-sex marriage gain such widespread 
acceptance so quickly? The message is basically, 
“Couples should get to define marriage how they see 
fit.” It’s a message particularly well-suited to a diffuse 
culture, and itself furthered that diffusion.

• Outside of politics, career ideals have also changed 
considerably. Instead of the dream of working one job 
at the same company until retirement, more varied 
and uncertain paths are becoming more prevalent and 
celebrated. As Sheryl Sandberg writes in Lean In, “The 
most common metaphor for careers is a ladder, but 
this concept no longer applies to most workers. As of 
2010, the average American had held eleven jobs from 

the ages of eighteen to forty-six alone.”7 And you were 
thinking maybe two or three?

• Technology drives change, and the biggest technological 
shift in recent decades has been the rise of the Internet. 
It’s a near perfectly diffuse system: By curating what 
sources we consume, we create far more of our own 
custom channels than mass media ever could. Social 
media takes this to the next level, giving us our own 
personal news feeds.

• Finding a church when you move to a new area has 
changed considerably. Before, you might have just 
attended the church closest to you in your preferred 
denomination. Now, you look around for a church that’s 
right “for you.” It’s telling that we’ve come to describe 
this process as “shopping”, as we play the consumer 
role in more and more aspects of life.

• As anyone who’s been to the Activities Midway knows, 
MIT has hundreds of student groups, including about a 
dozen Christian fellowships. Why do we need so many? 
Because our culture, even just at MIT, is diffuse.

Again, to be clear, I’m not saying that these trends are all 
either good or bad. There are positives and negatives that 
come with each of them. For instance, a wide diversity of 
student groups allows more students to find somewhere 
they fit in well, where they can thrive. On the other hand, 
the constant turnover and competition for new students 
forces groups to spend a lot of effort recruiting, burning out 
student leaders every orientation.

Levin’s key argument is that we should take this cultural 
and economic diffusion as a fact of life, and stop seeking in 
vain to undo it. Instead of swimming against the current, 
we should try our best to ride the wave of diffusion and 
decentralization. Viable 21st Century political solutions 
need to be diffuse to match our diffuse culture.

This would be a massive shift in the priorities of both 

7 Sheryl Sandberg, Lean In, page 53, citing the Bureau of Labor Statistics. She 
also cites Pattie Sellers for a metaphor: “Careers are a jungle gym, not a ladder.”

A Jungle Gym of Ladders, Brad Templeton, 2003, Burning Man

MIT Activities Midway, Matt McGann, 2005, MIT Admissions
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the left and right alike. Rather than trying by a show of 
political strength to win over a mainstream that is rapidly 
losing its influence, Christians on the right should seek to 
build attractive subcultures that can model the value of 
keeping norms that the rest of the country is eager to shed. 
Similarly, rather than falling for the technocratic dream of 
thinking we know what’s best for everyone across the entire 
country, Christians on the left should humbly give leeway 
for local government and non-profits to experiment with 
different approaches.8

What does God have to say?
Let’s be honest, this question feels quite out of place in this 
election. Most of us entered the voting booth feeling dirtied, 
or feeling like our arm had been twisted into voting for a 
candidate we didn’t really like in order to stop the other 
one. Voters in both parties experienced a degree of buyer’s 
remorse9 as incredible amounts of worrisome information 
(to say the least) was leaked about both candidates.10

The first step in being cleansed, in biblical times just as 
today, is to repent. This struck me most profoundly when 
reading Pastor James MacDonald’s words about whether 
Trump had repented of his past sexual sin:

Imagine if Mr. Trump abandoned all the finger pointing 
and blame shifting and truth twisting that has flowed 
like a river from all directions in this election cycle. 
Imagine if all of us descended from our various 
perches of imagined superiority and self righteousness 
and joined Mr. Trump in that repentance, as a people 
who have spoken and acted impulsively and foolishly 
both in the wrong we have done and in the good we 
have selfishly left undone. Imagine if a true majority 
stepped forward in repentance as the fallen people we 
are and embraced collectively the many failures and 
follies that have brought us to the sad state we saw as 
Sunday night’s debate began . . .  That would be a true 
repentance that God Himself could bless. That would 
be a real and sustainable path to making America great 

8 One example of the left’s penchant for centralization was the opposition to 
MA Ballot Measure 2, which would have raised the cap for the number of 
publicly funded charter schools in the state. Rather than encouraging diversity 
in approaches to the challenges of education, even in a state where such 
experimentation has generally worked well, popular progressives like Elizabeth 
Warren sided with teachers’ unions in ostensible support of one-size-fits-all 
public schools.
9 Politico reported in mid-September that 43% of Republicans and 41% 
of Democrats said that their candidate was not the best pick. http://politi.
co/2cHSSVe
10 I’m phrasing these comments in a symmetric way to include everyone, not 
because I think the information we found about the two was equal in its concern.

again.11

You might not feel personally at fault for this election 
season, especially if you voted for another candidate in the 
primaries, but we need to start with ourselves. Do we pay 
attention to politics merely as a matter of entertainment? 
Do we feel a perverted schadenfreude seeing a candidate 
we don’t like go down in the polls? Do we shake our heads 
and complain about them? As Pastor MacDonald opens and 
closes his post, “if my people who are called by my name 
humble themselves, and pray and seek my face and turn 
from their wicked ways, then I will hear from heaven and 
will forgive their sin and heal their land.” (2 Chronicles 
7:14).

When we are ready to come to God, we shouldn’t 
just fall into old patterns of thought, either. As Jim Wallis 
argues in God’s Politics, there are two common mistakes 
that politically-involved Christians often make.12 The first 
is to assume that proper engagement in the public square 
necessarily involves checking our faith at the door. God is 
personal, but He’s never private. Throughout history, God 
has always had a lot to say about the politics of the time, and 
we would be remiss to ignore it.

This is fairly easy to see when God rescues the Israelites 
from Egypt, or tells Samuel to anoint Saul as king, but 
the directness of those actions makes it somewhat hard to 
relate to the present day. This is one value in some of the 
Old Testament prophets, who frequently called out God’s 
people for the principles of the Torah they were failing to 
live out. Notice the co-mingling of issues of personal and 
public faith in passages like this one from Malachi:

“Then I will draw near to you for judgment. I will 
be a swift witness against the sorcerers, against the 
adulterers, against those who swear falsely, against 
those who oppress the hired worker in his wages, the 
widow and the fatherless, against those who thrust 
aside the sojourner, and do not fear me, says the Lord of 
hosts.” (Malachi 3:5)

We see that even hot-topic political questions of proper 
wages and refugee resettlement are actually spiritual issues 
that grieve God. This isn’t an isolated passage, either; it’s 
hard to study most Old Testament prophets, many Psalms, 
the book of James, or the teachings of Jesus without getting 

11 http://jamesmacdonald.com/blog/is-donald-trump-truly-repentant/
12 While Wallis’s book was written in 2005, many of the observations he made 
became even bigger issues in 2016, just as Trump and Clinton were in some 
ways the natural product of the two parties’ trajectories.

Viable 21st Century political 
solutions need to be diffuse to 
match our diffuse culture.

The first step in being cleansed, in 
biblical times just as today, is to 
repent.
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the distinct impression that God is always on the side of the 
powerless, whether they be orphans, widows, sojourners, or 
oppressed workers. As Psalm 146:7-9 puts it,

“The LORD sets the prisoners free;
 the LORD opens the eyes of the blind.
The LORD lifts up those who are bowed down;
 the LORD loves the righteous.
The LORD watches over the sojourners;
 he upholds the widow and the fatherless,
 but the way of the wicked he brings to ruin.”

Yet, watching our political discourse, especially this 
election, you would be hard pressed to see this ubiquitous 
biblical message, even with the ongoing refugee crisis. 
And much of that silence is the fault of Christians on the 
political left, like Secretary Clinton, who generally avoid 
any mention of faith motivations for their positions that are 
not simply broadly agreeable.13

Why did white evangelical Christians vote in such 
dramatic numbers for Donald Trump?14 While we as 
Christians certainly have a lot of soul searching to do, it 
remains painfully obvious that the Clinton campaign did not 
even attempt to reach out to white Catholics and Protestants 
positively15, unlike Obama and despite numerous Christian 
leaders speaking out against Donald Trump.16 Any such 
outreach turned out to be purely symbolic: For instance, she 
might have picked a deeply devout white Catholic in Tim 
Kaine as her running mate, but still only deployed him to 
Hispanic and African American churches.17 Given that, it’s 
very easy to conclude that Democrats are only interested in 
faith if it is used in the service of racial grievance.

This isn’t to say that matters of race are unimportant. 
But many Christians generally, and evangelical 

Christians in particular, are naturally very interested in 

13 I was surprised to hear Clinton quote Scripture in her concession speech. Yet 
her choice of Galatians 6:9, “do not grow weary in doing good,” was fairly 
generically applied to the good she sees in her campaign.
14 According to exit polls, an astonishing 81% of white evangelical / born-again 
Christians voted for Trump.
15 As Christian Today reported, Michael Wear, who served as Obama’s head 
of faith outreach, blamed Clinton’s loss on her campaign’s “‘almost complete 
disregard’ for engaging with faith communities—especially white evangelicals 
and Catholics.”

16 Religion News Service, “14 conservative Christians who are not supporting 
Trump,” including Russell Moore, Max Lucado, and Albert Mohler.
17 Of course, we should respect that Kaine regularly attends a traditionally black 
church, so he might not have felt comfortable reaching out to white churches. 
But then his selection shows Clinton’s priorities.

how their faith should impact their politics. When white 
evangelical voters hear only conservatives even try to 
answer that question, they assume that the conservative 
perspective must be closely aligned to God’s.

Fortunately, despite this silence from politicians of all 
stripes, churches and lay Christians are still reading the Bible 
and discovering this heart of God for the downtrodden. As 
the New York Times reported, even Christian conservatives 
have taken the message of these passages to heart in 
assisting with refugee resettlement, whatever their political 
leaders have been saying.18

The second common error we make in politics is to use 
God as a tool to justify our politics, rather than asking God 
for his priorities. As Wallis puts it,

“Human beings seem not to handle power very well. 
Of all people, religious leaders ought to know that 
best. Instead, religious leaders are often among the 
most easily corrupted by power, especially when they 
get close to political power. Doug Coe, the principal 
leader of the annual Presidential Prayer Breakfast in 
Washington, D.C., once told me that the best way to 
get religious leaders together was to invite them to a 
meeting with a powerful political leader—hence the 
sold-out successes of each year’s prayer breakfast. 
He said most church leaders generally ignored Jesus’s 
suggestion to take the humbler places at a banquet and 
wait until they are invited to “come up higher.” Instead, 
they jostle for the best positions and places at the events 
where the powerful gather. It regularly amazes me how 
good religious folks get so excited about sharing an 
intimate breakfast with the president and three thousand 
other people.”

18 New York Times, “Evangelicals Ignore G.O.P. by Embracing Syrian 
Refugees,” September 6, 2016.

National Prayer Breakfast, Pete Souza, 2009, White House

God is personal, but He’s never 
private.

God is always on the side of 
the powerless, whether they be 
orphans, widows, sojourners, or 
oppressed workers.
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The story of the religious right over the last thirty years is a 
sobering tale. As the book Blinded by Might by Cal Thomas 
and Ed Dobson19 argues, evangelicals were especially 
excited for their role in the election of Ronald Reagan and 
the access this gave them to the president. But this access 
to power became itself the new goal, even more important 
than the issues that initially animated the movement. Their 
embrace of Trump has carried this attraction to power to 
its logical—but depressing—conclusion: White evangelical 
Protestants have gone from the least likely to the most 
likely group to believe that “an elected official can behave 
ethically even if they have committed transgressions in their 
personal life.”20

As Wallis argues, their error was that they short-circuited 
the process of political change. Instead of working to 
convince the broader public, they went straight for electoral 
organizing and an insider political strategy. Even when that 
work has succeeded in electing presidents, from Reagan to 
Trump, it hasn’t won the culture. Moreover, priorities like 
character that animated many to get involved in politics in 
the first place have been completely trampled in the quest 
for political power.

This trap is, sadly, very easy to fall into. Politics 
is modern-day war, and once you pick a side, there is 
considerable temptation to justify that side at all costs 
against the other side’s attacks. As different as the options 
are, our more important allegiance is to God, and we ought 
to hold both sides accountable to His priorities.

What then shall we do?
As MIT students, many of us are tempted by a certain type 
of hubris. Many of us want to change the world, to make a 
lasting difference that will substantially improve the lives of 
a considerable fraction of humanity.

If  Trump’s election hasn’t already done so, the 
roadblocks we’ve seen should rein that ambition in. Our 
cultural diffusion makes it difficult to find widely effective 
solutions to big problems like poverty. What works best 
for urban black populations probably won’t help poor rural 
whites, and vice versa. It also makes most social change much 
harder and slower, since the mainstream has fragmented so 
much. This leads us to short-circuit the process and shoot 
for simple goals; politically, it becomes far more tempting 
to put all of our hope in whoever occupies the Oval Office.

Given these difficulties, it can also be tempting to 
completely check out, especially for busy MIT students. 
Far more of us are essentially apolitical than liberal, 

19 No relation to James Dobson.
20 Ed Stetzer, Christianity Today, “Evangelicals: This Is What It Looks Like 
When You Sell Your Soul For A Bowl Of Trump”, November 2, 2016.

conservative or moderate. But this is also a mistake; as this 

election has brought to light, we have serious problems in 
our country that won’t be solved by moving to Canada.

I think our problem is that we have too limited a view 
of what engaging in politics means. There is far more to 
our collective life as a nation than a presidential election, as 
important as it is. The cynics are right about one thing—it’s 
hard to make a difference on the national scale. But that’s 

far from the only scale that exists.
Much closer to home, I’ve been encouraged by 

opportunities to join my church, City on a Hill, in working 
with various nonprofits to help low income families take 
school seriously, and with the city of Brookline to build 
community through events like family movie nights. 
Volunteering as individuals can certainly be effective, but 
coming together as the body of Christ to serve our world 
multiplies our efforts.

It’s not even just about getting involved in state, local 
and MIT politics, as much as student organizations need new 
leaders to step up. Get involved in bringing people together 
at the smallest possible levels as well—our churches, 
volunteer organizations, student clubs, sports teams, and 
living communities.

As many of us have turned to those communities in 
the craziness of this election season, we see that the human 
scale is where our hopes as a people should truly lie. Our 
fracturing society tends to treat everyone as individuals 
in broad categories based on identity, not belonging. The 
key to healing as a nation going forward will be coming 
together, not as voters or campaigners but as members of 
our respective communities.

For many of you, this might not involve doing 
something new, but simply a renewed passion for what 
you’re already doing. Especially for MIT students, it can be 
tempting to worry endlessly about scale—if what I’m doing 
is only helping the dozen people on my hall or in my small 
group, is that really worth it? In a diffuse world like ours, 
the answer is quite often yes.

We ought to hold both sides 
accountable to His priorities.

It’s hard to make a difference on the 
national scale. But that’s far from 
the only scale that exists.

Sam is a fifth year graduate 
student in applied math. 
He occasionally blogs 
on a variety of topics at 
thechristianrationalist.com 
and tweets about politics at @
SamElder11.
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King David was one of the great leaders in history. 
Rising from a young shepherd to the King of Israel, he had to 
overcome many obstacles to unite a divided nation. Through 
his actions we all can learn how to be a better servant, friend, 
and leader. This is especially applicable for those in positions 
of authority and leaders of nations. The election of 2016 was 
one of the most negative and divisive elections to date. Both 
candidates had more people disliking them than liking them. 
Hillary Clinton called half of Trump supporters “deplorables” 
while it was common to hear calls of “Lock her up!” at Trump 
rallies. The polarization of both parties has made it more 
difficult to unite the nation behind a common purpose and 
direction. Instead of leaders focusing on being red or blue, an 
elephant or a donkey, we should look to King David to see how 
he led a divided nation through his struggles and successes.

Leadership does not always come from the person who 
looks imposing or has the most bluster. When God was seeking 
a new king, he looked not upon external characteristics but 
instead he searched the hearts of people. When the prophet 
Samuel visited Jesse, the father of David, in 1 Samuel 16, 
he was searching for the next leader of Israel. After looking 
at all of David’s brothers who were older and stronger than 
David, Samuel asked “Are these all the sons you have?” It 

was not until he saw David, a young shepherd at the time, that 
he anointed the future king. Though there were others in the 
nation who looked more kingly, it was more important to have 
a heart of a king.

David served with a humble attitude. He constantly 
sacrificed for his people whether they were socially above 
or below him. When he was a shepherd he gave his time for 
his family by guarding their livestock. When he stood against 
Goliath he was serving his country by fighting for its future.  
King Saul began to get jealous of David after the giant’s 
defeat. But even though physical threat from Saul against him 
was growing, he chose not to flee but continued to serve and 
honor Saul. He risked his own life to serve and fled only after 
a spear was thrown at him.

In fact, when Saul was pursuing David, he entered the cave 
where David and his men were hiding alone. When David’s 

men saw this they encouraged David to kill him. However, 
David did not take vengeance on Saul. Instead he allowed 
Saul to leave unharmed. In the modern political sphere people 
will use every advantage to win. Taking David as an example, 
instead of trying to win the argument all the time, we should 
show respect, pursue common ground and work together to 
overcome a problem.

When David finally rose to power the young nation of 

Leadership: Learning from King David
Travis Hank

Instead of trying to win the argument all the time, 
we should show respect, pursue common ground and 

work together to overcome a problem.
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Israel was in chaos and unification was needed. Saul had 
been slain along with his son Jonathan. The Philistines had 
overtaken Israel and the tribes were squabbling amongst 
themselves. When Saul fell, David did not celebrate, but 
instead he mourned Saul’s passing: 

“A gazelle lies slain on your heights, Israel. How the mighty 
have fallen! Saul and Jonathan—in life they were loved 
and admired, and in death they were not parted. They were 
swifter than eagles, they were stronger than lions.”1 

He also had Jonathan’s son brought up to Jerusalem to 
eat at his own table. By being inviting to a person who could 
possibly be a rival, David was able to mend divides between 
tribes. With a united nation, David was able to drive the 
invaders out in the following years.

Much later, when his own son rebelled against him, David 
was retreating. While on the road a man named Shimei cursed 
at and pelted his army with rocks, One of David’s commanders 
mocked him, saying, “Why should this dead dog curse my lord 
the king? Let me go over and cut off his head.” David responded 
by telling the soldier to leave him alone and continued on the 
road enduring. He knew that if he were to regain the throne, 
that man would be a subject and to rule successfully he had to 
be respected even by the people who despised him.

David was not always a perfect king. One notable example 
is his affair with Bathsheba. Though she was already married, 
he slept with her. Then to cover it up, he had her husband killed 
in battle. This egregious act was both morally and ethically 
wrong. However when confronted with the act, he chose not 
to cover it up. Instead, he admitted his sins and repented. In 
Psalm 51, he said 

Have mercy on me, O God,
    according to your steadfast love;
according to your abundant mercy
    blot out my transgressions.
Wash me thoroughly from my iniquity,
    and cleanse me from my sin.

1 2 Samuel 1:23

For I know my transgressions,
    and my sin is ever before me.
 Against you, you alone, have I sinned,
    and done what is evil in your sight,
so that you are justified in your sentence
    and blameless when you pass judgment.

David was able to take responsibility for his actions and 
was willing to admit his insecurities. Sometimes the greatest 
trap people fall into is not admitting their own mistakes. No 
one is perfect, and by covering mistakes up you are only 
being disingenuous to yourself. Once you have repented, it 
is easier to pick up the pieces and move forward. In David’s 
case, Bathsheba eventually gave birth to his son Solomon, who 
became one of the wisest kings in history.

David was truly a great leader. I hope that President-elect 
Trump will have a heart like David. One that is humble enough 
to serve even when under threat from authority. One that is 
willing to engage, listen to, and act in the best interests of even 
those who oppose him and unify a diverging nation. One that 
has the courage to stand up to political enemies of the US while 
striving for peace, but also willing to mourn with those who 
have suffered defeat and loss. He should also able to admit his 
mistakes publicly, ask for forgiveness, and learn from them.

However, David’s lessons should not be limited to just 
Kings and Presidents. He gives us a model on how to live our 
own lives. We should listen to our naysayers, even if we don’t 
heed their advice, stay humble in the face of fame, treat our 
adversaries with respect while they plot against our goals, be a 
friend who stands by others when they are at their lowest, and 
admit our mistakes when we fall short. As David was dying, 
he gave some advice that should be followed by all: “Be strong 
and mature. Fulfill your duty to the Lord your God. Obey his 
directions, laws, commands, rules, and written instructions. 
Then you’ll succeed in everything you do wherever you may 
go.”2

2 1 Kings 2:3
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Peace is Coming, John McNaughton, 2008. “Set against the darkened skies of a smoky battlefield, the glorified Jesus Christ moves through the midst of soldiers from all the 
different ages of time. As if they had stepped from the battle moments before, bloodstained and exhausted, they bow with submission overwhelmed by emotion before the 
King of Kings. On Christ’s sash is written in ancient Hebrew the words of Isaiah: “They shall turn their swords into plowshares ... neither shall they learn war anymore.”

Peace: the hope of nations. War: the age-old destroyer. What to 
do and where to start? These questions tugged at my heart anew 
as I caught a smile from a small child in the evening markets of 
east Amman, Jordan, an area overflowing with refugees. My mind 
raced back to my baby niece, equating the due love and hopes 
given to both of them by their respective parents. Shouldn’t the 
sight of such little ones and the realization of our shared hopes 
and prayers push us back on a course towards peace? How can 
we prevent our love for those close to us from also driving us to 
fear the “other” and anything that might threaten what we want 
for them? What will it take so that the narrative of the world they 
come to know is not of untrust, militarization and sectarianism? 
Pop culture has determined that “all you need is love,”1 and that 
we should “practice what we preach and turn the other cheek.”2 
As I stood there, I couldn’t help but agree. My mind blocked out 
all of the complexities in the struggle for peace in our world. 
Unfortunately, life moves past such moments and reality sets in.  
 Violence, hatred and tribalism have been an unfortunate reality 
for as long as history remembers. The history of the Church is no 
exception. At the same time the Christian faith has at its core a 
message of reconciliation and peace, even and especially when 
confronted with suffering. So how should we as followers of 
Jesus think about violence, war and peace? What are some wise 
insights and necessary points of reflection that we, Christian or 

1 The Beatles, “All you need is Love”,  1967
2 Black Eyed Peas, “Where Is the Love?”,  2003

not, should take heed of when confronted with violence, war and 
the question of justice? As someone who is blessed to have never 
experienced war firsthand, I have often let my thoughts be based 
either on sympathetic emotions or a form of lazy cynicism that 
presupposes that my actions and thoughts won’t stop wars, so 
why bother thinking about it? Against these positions I hope to 
offer to the reader a historical summary of Christian thought on 
war, the strengths and weaknesses of modern positions towards 
fighting and finally some inspirational movements towards “Just 
Peacemaking” in the 21st century.

The New Testament Epistles 
It is a commonly held belief, among Christians at least, that 
the Church in full was pacifist until Emperor Constantine’s 
conversion in 313, at which point it became helplessly infected 
with politics, power and violence. Along the lines of this belief, 
multiple pacifist and sometimes “escapist” Churches emerged 
in the wake of the Protestant Reformation. In reality, the early 
Christians, though mainly pacifist in theory and practice, still felt 

Violence, hatred and tribalism have 
been an unfortunate reality for as long 
as history remembers. The history of 
the Church is no exception. 

War and Peace in Christian Tradition 
Erik Johnson
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the tension between the hope to which they had been called to as 
citizens of the Kingdom of God and the reality of their ties to this 
sinful and hurting world, specifically the Roman empire. 

It is generally accepted by historians that many Jews in the 
first century were steeped in apocalyptic frenzy and longings. A 
Jewish style apocalypse was not a set of beliefs regarding the 
world’s near demise, but a belief that the current world order of 
evil and suffering would be undone and overthrown by God’s 
Kingdom of peace and justice. Instead of thinking of falling rocks 
and flowing lava, one should think of Frodo delivering Sauron’s 
ring back to Mount Doom and Aragorn taking his place as King in 
the great city that has been freed from the shadows of Mordor. One 
of the most common beliefs of secular scholars about Jesus is that 
he, among others of his time, was a failed apocalyptic prophet—
he did not overthrow the evil powers that be, the lion was still 
devouring the lamb, and the little child was still in danger.3 Yet 
against such a reality, the early followers of Jesus stubbornly left 
the tomb that Sunday morning believing and preaching that death 
had been defeated, Evil had been subverted and God’s Kingdom 
of justice and peace had found its root in the mystical root of 
Jesse.4 

Following the mainly oral preaching of the early Church, 
St. Paul is appropriately heralded as the first known man to 
theologize in writing what the life, death and resurrection of Jesus 
meant for the world. St. Paul in his letter to the Church in Colosse 
confidently asserts that “God was pleased to have all his fullness 
dwell in him, and through him to reconcile to himself all things, 
whether things on earth or things in heaven, by making peace 
through his blood, shed on the cross.”5 In his letter to the Church 
in Rome he reminds the early believers that “the kingdom of God 
is not food and drink but righteousness and peace and joy in the 
Holy Spirit.”6 Recasting the words of Jesus’s call to nonviolence 
he mandates: 

“Bless those who persecute you; bless and do not curse. 
Rejoice with those who rejoice; mourn with those who 
mourn. Live in harmony with one another. Do not be proud, 
but be willing to associate with people of low position. Do 

3 Isaiah 11 (emphasis on vs 6)
4 See the Isaiah 11 reference to the root of Jesse and Acts 2-4 for the preaching 
in Jerusalem that followed the Resurrection. See also Micah 2, 4-5, 7; Zechariah 
2:10-13, 8:20-23, 9:9-10, 13- 14; Isaiah 2, 9, 12, 14, 25, 34-35, 42, 45, 49, 52, 
54-56, 50-62, 65-66; Hosea 1-3, 6-7, 10, 13-14; Psalm 46, 22 etc. for prophetic 
discourses on the future renewal and expansion of the Kingdom of God. 
5 Colossians 1:20
6 Romans 14:17

not be conceited.
“Do not repay anyone evil for evil. Be careful to do what 

is right in the eyes of everyone. If it is possible, as far as it 
depends on you, live at peace with everyone. Do not take 
revenge, my dear friends, but leave room for God’s wrath, 
for it is written: “It is mine to avenge; I will repay,” says the 
Lord. On the contrary: “If your enemy is hungry, feed him; if 
he is thirsty, give him something to drink. In doing this, you 
will heap burning coals on his head.” Do not be overcome by 
evil, but overcome evil with good.”7

In the writings of St. Peter, the first Bishop of Rome (i.e. 
Pope), we find a similar command to follow Jesus in the path 
of suffering at the expense of retaliation, with hope for peace. 
“If you suffer for doing good and you endure it, this is 
commendable before God. To this you were called, because 
Christ suffered for you, leaving you an example...When they 
hurled insults at him, he did not retaliate, when he suffered, 
he made no threats. Instead, he entrusted himself to him who 
judges justly….Do not repay evil with evil or insult with 
insult, but with blessing, because to this you were called…”8

Apostolic and Early Church Fathers
The period after St. Paul and his fellow New Testament writers 
is largely known to us by the Apostolic Fathers (~70-150) and 
the Church Fathers (~150-700). Until the time of Constantine, it 
was rare, and before 170 probably never, that Christians served 

7 Romans 12:14-21
8 1 Peter 2:20-21,23, 3:9.
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in the Roman legions. This should not be too surprising given 
that they were often an oppressed minority and their reluctance 
to serve could be similar to the modern day reluctance of 
underrepresented minorities to serve in the military of a country 
whose domestic and foreign policies they do not agree with. In 
reviewing the writings of the pre-Constantine Fathers what should 
stand out is “how little the subject of Christians and military 
service surfaces...Characteristically, they reinforce what one 
might expect: Christians as a social subset are known for their 
peaceable, contented, and conciliatory nature.”9

Notably, the Didache, a compilation of Christian teachings 
dated to about 100, opens by creating a dichotomy between “two 
ways, one of life and one of death,” by first  stressing the words 
of Jesus to “love your enemies and pray for those who persecute 
you.”

Justin Martyr, born in 100, interprets the going forth of the 
gospel from Jerusalem as the fulfillment of the Messianic vision 
of Isaiah 2 and the associated promise that “they shall beat their 
swords into plowshares…nation shall not lift up sword against 
nation, neither shall they learn war any more,” by insisting that 
“we who formerly murdered one another now refrain from making 
war even upon our enemies, but for the sake of not telling lies or 
deceiving those examining us we gladly die confessing Christ.”10

Tatian, born in 120, emphasizes the freedom, including from 
the military, that he had in Christ: “I do not wish to be a king. I 
am not anxious to be rich. I decline military command...I am free 
from a mad thirst for fame.”11 

Athenagoras, born in 133, affirms Jesus’s teaching on non-
retaliation: “We have learned not to return blow for blow, nor to 
go to law with those who plunder and rob us, but to those who 
smite us on one side of the face, to offer the other side also, and to 
those who take away our coat to give likewise our cloak.”12 

Irenaeus, born in 130, writes with similar convictions that 
pacifism is the result of Christ’s reign. 

“The new covenant that brings back peace and the law that 
gives life have gone forth over the whole earth, as the prophets 
said: ‘For out of Zion will go forth the law, and the word of the 
Lord from Jerusalem; and he will instruct many people; and 
they will break down their swords into plowshares, and their 
spears into pruning hooks, and they will no longer learn to 
make war.” Irenaeus insists further that the Christian “counts 
no man his enemy, but all his neighbors, and therefore cannot 
even put forth his hand to revenge.”13

9 David D. Corey and J. Daryl Charles, The Just War Tradition, An Introduction,  
pg 28
10 Justin Martyr, First Apology, section 39
11 Tatian’s Address to the Greeks, Chapter 11.  I personally do not think this quote 
suggests that Christians today should completely decline military service. I do 
respect and humbly honor soldiers that serve in love for the sake of peace and 
protection.
12 Athenagoras, A Plea for the Christians, Chapter 1
13 Irenaeus, Against Heresies, Book 4” and Demonstration of the Apostolic 

According to Hippolytus, born 170, no baptized believer can 
enter the military service without denying God.14

Clearly there is a unity within the early Father’s writings 
of their depiction of a lifestyle that is biased towards peace. 
Tertullian, born in 145, and Origen, born in 185, were two of the 
most prolific Fathers and are commonly used to argue that the 
early church was pacifist because of their similar arguments that 
Christians, being dedicated to peace, do not learn to make war.15 
Yet, they are adamant, sometimes in response to criticism, that 
Christians do participate in society, and that notably, they play a 
most important role by interceding for the army and giving their 
support via prayers to God. For example Tertullian asserts: 

“We pray for life prolonged; for security to the empire; for 
protection to the imperial house; for brave armies, a faithful 
senate, a virtuous people, the world at rest, whatever, as man 
or Caesar, an emperor would wish….We pray, too, for the 
emperors, for their ministers and for all in authority, for the 
welfare of the world, for the prevalence of peace.”16

Origen even goes so far as to say that Christians are more 
effective by interceding than fighting. “And none fight better for 
the king than we do. We do not indeed fight under him, although 
he require it; but we fight on his behalf, forming a special army—
an army of piety—by offering our prayers to God.”17 

Even  Clement, the bishop of Rome between 88 and his death 
in 99, prays 

“You, Lord and Master, have given them the power of 
sovereignty through your excellent and unspeakable might....
Grant unto them O Lord, health, peace, concord, stability, that 
they may administer the government which you have given 
them without failure...For you, O heavenly Master, King of 
the ages, give to the sons of men glory and honor and power 
over all things that are upon the earth. Do, Lord, direct their 
counsel according to that which is good and well pleasing in 
your sight, that, administering in peace and gentleness with 
Godliness the power which you have given them, they may 
obtain your favor.”18

Similar petitions for the civil rulers are commonplace in the 
2nd and 3rd century and are an echo of the commands of Paul and 
Peter to pray for the authorities.19

Importantly, both Tertullian and Origen acknowledge the 
presence of Christians in the Roman legions. In defending against 
criticism that Christians are a private community, separated from 
society because of their refusal to take part in the Roman religion, 
Tertullian responds saying that they renounce “neither forum, 
nor shambles, nor bath, nor booth, nor workshop, nor inn, nor 
weekly market, nor any other places of commerce. We sail with 
you, and fight with you, and till the ground with you...unite with 
you in your traffickings—even in the various arts we make public 

Preaching, pg 96.
14 Hippolytus, Apostolic Tradition, 16.17
15 See for example Tertullian, Against the Jews, 3.154, Origen, Contra Celsus, 
5:33, 3:7
16 Tertullian, Apology, 30 and 39
17 Origen, Contra Celsus, Ch 73
18 Clement of Rome, The Apostolic Fathers
19 1 Tim 2:1-2, 1 Peter 2:13-17
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property of our works for your benefit.”20

Tertullian recounts a tale of a victory given to the legions 
of Marcus Aurelius (emperor 161-180) as they were defending 
against the invading Germanic tribes in the 170s. Upon seeing the 
enemy approaching, the Christian soldiers knelt in prayer, being 
answered by a great thunderbolt and rain that both drove away 
the enemy and brought welcomed relief to the thirsty legions. 
Although this is the earliest reference to Christian soldiers, 
according to a most likely forged account in the conclusion of 
Justin Martyr’s apology, Aurelius recounted that the Christians 
“began the battle, not by preparing weapons, nor arms, nor bugles; 
for such preparation is hateful to them, on account of the God they 
bear about in their conscience”.21 Regardless of the veracity of 
the story, we gain insight on how Christian writers viewed their 
relation to warfare. 

It must be noted that one major deterrence to Christians 
joining the army was the apparently mandatory sacrifices to 
the Roman gods and oaths of unconditional allegiance to the 
emperor. Along such lines Tertullian later in life argued “There 
is no agreement between the divine and the human sacrament, 
the standard of Christ and the standard of the devil, the camp of 
light and the camp of darkness. One soul cannot be due to two 
masters—God and Caesar.”22  

Notice the change between Tertullian’s earlier stance that 
“[we] fight with you” to the complete incompatibility between 
“God and Caesar.” Tertullian became increasingly anxious of 
potential idolatry and his later view towards Christian soldiering 
should not therefore be authoritative on its own. “Because of his 
wholesale condemnation of civil service, literature, art, forms of 
dress, and signing of contracts, his opposition to military service 
is properly understood as part of the logic of apostasy.”23  

Tertullian does acknowledge the important point that neither 
John the Baptist or Jesus explicitly called soldiers away from their 
position, yet he argues that Jesus did set the rule by disarming Peter 
in the garden and that unless “there is an immediate abandonment” 
of soldiering then there will be “all sorts of quibbling...in order 
to avoid offending God”.24  Importantly, neither Origen nor 
Tertullian denied the government the moral duty of self-defense 
nor denied that Christians actually served in the military. 

Post Constantine
The legend tells that Constantine won a major victory after 
having a vision of a cross and the words “In this sign, [you shall] 
conquer”. The Church’s role in the empire would seemingly 
change overnight. With vivid imagery Eusebius recounts the role 
reversal as the motley group of some 300 priests arrived to Nicea 
in 325 for the first state-sanctioned ecumenical council, some 
severely maimed and many injured from the great persecution 
under Diocletian just two decades prior.25 

Near the end of the 4th century St. Ambrose, the bishop of 
Milan, excommunicated Emperor Theodosius for commanding 
the ruthless slaying of the guilty and potentially innocent alike in 
response to a rebellion in Thessaloniki. Ambrose told Theodosius 

20 Tertullian, Apology, 42
21 Tertullian, Apology, Ch 5 and Letter to Scapula,  Justin Martyr, Apology, 68,
22 Tertullian, On Idolatry, 19
23 David D. Corey and J. Daryl Charles, The Just War Tradition, An Introduction,  
pg 34
24 Tertullian, On Idolatry, 19, and De Corona
25 Eusebius, Life of Constantine and Ecclesiastical History and Socrates 
Scholasticus.

to imitate David in his repentance as he had imitated him in guilt 
and only readmitted the emperor to the Eucharist after several 
months of penance. St. Augustine, building on the shoulders of 
his spiritual mentor St. Ambrose, is thought to be the first since 
the empire’s acceptance of Christianity to seriously contemplate 
how Christians should view and take part in the empire’s wars. 
Certainly St. Augustine is known as the Father of the Just War 
Tradition but it is appropriate to acknowledge its Greco-Roman 
origins in Cicero, the Melian Dialogue, and most certainly others 
in the past who had contemplated the justice of wars. 

Augustine confidently points to the related section of the 
aforementioned passage of St. Paul’s letter to the Romans:

“Let every person be subject to the governing authorities; for 
there is no authority except from God, and those authorities 
that exist have been instituted by God.  Therefore whoever 
resists authority resists what God has appointed, and those 
who resist will incur judgment. For rulers are not a terror to 
good conduct, but to bad. Do you wish to have no fear of 
the authority? Then do what is good, and you will receive its 
approval; for it is God’s servant for your good. But if you do 
what is wrong, you should be afraid, for the authority does 
not bear the sword in vain! It is the servant of God to execute 
wrath on the wrongdoer. Therefore one must be subject, not 
only because of wrath but also because of conscience.”26

Augustine exegetes that Christians should be obedient 
subjects to the emperor and that the government has the God- 
given authority to violently punish in order to keep the peace and 
stability. By creating a dichotomy between a Christian’s allegiance 
to the “city of God” and “city of Man”, Augustine thought it 
legitimate for a Christian to serve in the Roman legions and help 
defend the empire against the barbarians. As a foundation to later 
generations of thought, Augustine argued that potential wars must 
be evaluated for their justice and that Christian soldiers must 
fight out of love. In response to Jesus’s call to be a peacemaker, 
Augustine instructs: “Be a peacemaker, then, even by fighting...
For War is waged in order to attain peace; [and] through your 
victory you must bring those whom you defeat to the advantage 
of peace.”27 

The necessity of a just cause, patience forbearance and 
prudence before starting a war would become staple parts of the 
Just War Tradition known as “jus ad bellum”, or the necessary 
conditions before beginning a war. Although not as explicitly 
defined, his second criterion of fighting the enemy out of love, or 
26 Romans 13:1-5
27 Augustine, “Letter 189, To Boniface”

Instead of seeing only pure evil or 
being driven by vengeful passions, 
one should practice “benevolent 
harshness” as Augustine would 
have it, patiently exercising 
discipline on the belligerent as a 
good parent reluctantly would.
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with charity, is a Christianized way of understanding the second 
pillar of the Just War Tradition, jus in bellum, or the necessity to 
fight a war with justice. Although the UN has drafted rules for 
fighting wars, I believe more emphasis, especially for Christian 
soldiers and citizen contemplation, needs to be given to the status 
of one’s heart towards the enemy. Instead of seeing only pure 
evil or being driven by vengeful passions, one should practice 
“benevolent harshness” as Augustine would have it, patiently 
exercising discipline on the belligerent as a good parent reluctantly 
would. Such benevolent harshness must have the welfare of the 
victims as well as the victims be the principal concern. Finally, 
“Augustine never allows his readers to take satisfaction in a 
victorious war over the unjust, no matter how spotless the war; 
for to him, war is evil from the start, and to celebrate the victory 
of good over evil is to fail to regret the evil that gave rise to the 
necessity of war in the first place.”28 

Medieval Period
Between the end of the 10th century and the 14th century, the 
Peace of God and Truce of God movements spread throughout 
most of Western Europe in an effort to limit the permissible targets 
of violence and occasions for conflict. During the Medieval 
period, Gratian (ca 1150) and Aquinas (born 1225) stand out in 
their extensive writings, especially in dealing with war. Both saw 

28 David D. Corey and J. Daryl Charles, “The Just War Tradition, An 
Introduction”,  pg 65

the legitimacy of “holy war” or the Church’s blessing for fighting 
aggressors in the name of God. Because of the political power 
held by the Church, they deemed it necessary that the Church both 
protect the borders from invaders on the outside and protect from 
heresy within. This most famously took the form of the Crusades 
and the Inquisition.  

According to the Just War criteria, it is certainly true that 
the Crusades were wrong and awful in their slaughtering of 
innocent Jews and Muslims. Indeed there were contemporary 
voices that condemned the abuses committed by the crusaders.29 
Yet, though I wholeheartedly desire peaceful Muslim-Jewish-
Christian relations, the Crusades, according to Just War criteria, 
simply do not deserve the blanketed condemnation that took root 
following the enlightenment’s general abhorrence of religious 
authority. As a whole they span a period of more than 300 years 
and the personal motives of the crusaders varied between piety, 
wealth, adventure, political allegiance, the rescue and defense of 
fellow Christians and the reconquest of formerly Christian lands. 
Contextually, the launch of the first crusade by Pope Urban II in 
1095 was in the immediate prompted by the request for help from 
the Byzantine Emperor after the recent conquest of Nicaea (the 
place of the Constantine’s Church council) by the Seljuq Turks. 
More generally it was a response to the Muslim conquest of fully 

29 The Archbishop Ruthard of Mainz and the Bishops of Speyer and Worms tried 
to shelter and protect the Jews. Condemnation of the Crusades or the abuses 
committed by the crusaders was voiced among others by Peter the Venerable in 
1122 and the Franciscan philosopher Roger Bacon in 1271.

The Meeting of Leo the Great and Attila, Raphael, 1514. Pope Leo’s ability to persuade Attilla the Hun in 452 to turn back from his invasion of Italy, was an important step 
in consilidating authority and the promise of security in the Pope and the Western Church. Note in the painting the figures of St. Peter and St. Paul in the sky bearing swords. 
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two-thirds of the Christian world that had started in the mid 600s.30  
Gratian is noteworthy for permitting the overthrow of tyrants 

by reasoning that although they had temporal authority, as unjust 
rulers, they were usurping the greater authority of God. But before 
raising the revolutionary flag, there must be both a legitimate 
hope and desire that the situation will be better and more peaceful 
after the revolution attempt. Both Aquinas’s and Gratian’s 
stance on limited obedience to a secular authority broke from 
Augustine’s more vaguely and seemingly unlimited obedience 
to authority. Though not precedence for an armed revolution, 
Aquinas and Gratian could find examples of civil disobedience in 
Daniel’s disobedience to King Darius in Daniel 6 and the apostles’ 
disobedience to the Sanhedrin in Acts 5:17-42. 

Within Aquinas’s formulation of natural law, in which rational 
thought ultimately finds its home in Christ, the wisdom of God, 
he did find self-defense to be permitted for the sake of preserving 
life. Aquinas wrestled in his Summa Theologica over war being 
both a categorical vice in opposition to the virtue of peace and 
its potential role as the virtue of justice in action.  Similarly  to 
Augustine, Aquinas strongly emphasizes that in addition to 
the requirements of a just cause and a legitimate authority, the 
intention must be for securing peace and of charity, or “benevolent 
harshness” towards both the belligerents and those under attack. 

The Reformation
The Protestant Reformation brought diverse strands of thought to 
the question of war. 

In his treatise, Whether Soldiers, Too, Can Be Saved, 
Luther affirms the legitimacy of the military profession as a 
“legitimate and godly calling and occupation,” because soldiers 
are a function of the temporal sword and temporal government 
which, according to Romans 13 and 1 Peter, has been instituted 
by God for the punishment of wrong, the protection of right, and 
for the preservation of temporal peace. Luther confirmed that war 
must be purely for defense and the “only miserable way left of 
defending ourselves”.Luther, among other reformers, condemned 
any version of holy war altogether because it confused the two 
Kingdoms, that of man and God, and spiritual battles were to 
be fought with spiritual weapons. He also necessitated that 
soldiers could and should conscientiously object to any war or 
military command that they deemed to be unjust. Although 
Luther’s theological assertions would rupture the rule of multiple 
sovereigns, he, particularly distraught by the Great Peasant’s 

30 Although the Crusades are a significant historical phenomenon with enduring 
cultural and relational consequences, their legacy has been often misappropriated 
within post-colonial narratives. The historical caricature that the crusaders 
destroyed the existent peace in the holy lands is betrayed by the disunity and 
civil wars of the contemporary Seljuq, Fatimid, and Abbasid dynasties. With 
the crusaders being largely defeated by the celebrated Saladin in 1187, and the 
long pursued Muslim conquest of Constantinople in 1453, the Muslims were by 
most regards the contemporary victor. The tide of Islamic expansion would only 
be finally halted at the gates of Venice in 1683 by King Sobieski of Poland with 
European colonialism following shortly thereafter. For a more complete history 
of the Crusades see The Real History of the Crusades, or The New Concise 
History of the Crusades, by Thomas F. Madden or Holy Warriors: A Modern 
History of the Crusades by Jonathan Phillips or The Crusades: The Authoritative 
History of the War for the Holy Land by Thomas Asbridge or Arab Historians 
of the Crusades, translated and edited by Francesco Gabrieli.  Alternatively see 
some articles by these authors online: 
http://www.historytoday.com/jonathan-phillips/crusades-complete-history, http://
www.catholiceducation.org/en/controversy/the-crusades/the-real-history-of-the-
crusades.html
https://www.firstthings.com/article/2005/06/crusaders-and-historians

Revolt, strongly condemned the overthrow of rulers, even tyrants, 
unless they were mentally insane. 

John Calvin (1530) shared with Luther a high view of civil 
society and the authority of the state. Although he acknowledged 
the just cause of some revolutions, he was against any foreign 
intervention because of the likelihood of selfish ulterior motives, 
favoring instead the sovereignty of states. Overall he believed 
it more proper for Christians to suffer in disobedience than to 
overthrow a tyrant and risk the instability that could follow. In 
the opposite direction of the other reformers, Calvin held that the 
magistrate and the church should be much more intimately related 
than in the medieval scene where regnum and sacerdotium were 
competing and sometimes overlapping. In this regard, Calvin 
deemed it an obligation of the state to defend the faith. 

John Locke famously developed his ethical judgements, 
including on war, in two strands by using both Scripture and 
natural rights. Locke, in agreement with Luther, objected to 
Calvin’s thinking that rulers should defend a particular religious 
conviction because such resolve would undeniably bring 
persecution and war, especially in the age of the Reformation. It 
was during Locke’s time in 1648 that the famous Westphalia Treaty 
was signed, ending the Thirty Years’ War and giving emphasis 
to the sovereignty of nation states and a renewed precedence for 
diplomatic means of negotiating peace.31  

Other reformers such as the Quakers, Amish, Mennonites and 
Church of the Brethren became apolitical and pacifist.

31 Interestingly “the Catholic Church adamantly opposed the Westphalia Treaty 
and its recognition of the spiritual sovereignty of modern nations. In 1650, Pope 
Innocent X issued a bull condemning it as “null, void, invalid, iniquitous, unjust, 
damnable, reprobate, inane, empty of meaning and effect for all time.” For the 
Roman Church, the rise of state sovereignty was not simply an affront to the 
Church’s temporal influence. It also challenged Western Christianity’s historic 
conception of a unitary global order, one that went back to Constantine and 
the fusion of religious and imperial authority in the fourth century. As a result, 
throughout the seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries, the Catholic 
Church continued to judge the Westphalian primacy of state sovereignty contrary 
to the natural order established by God. As late as the nineteenth century, the 
Church still banned the writings of Hugo Grotius, an early defender of the 
sovereign state and the father of modern international law.” (source: https://
www.firstthings.com/article/2015/12/two-theories-of-immigration) The idea of 
one human family that transcends national borders is still pushed today by Pope 
Francis. 

A rendering of Spanish ships in 1775. 
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The Age of Discovery and Colonization
During the same time period, the European powers, often with the 
blessing of Church leaders for the sake of spreading the Gospel, 
were competing to explore and capitalize on the resources of distant 
lands, often to the detriment of the native populations. Francisco 
de Vitoria (born 1492) was a Spanish theologian, philosopher and 
jurist who in response to the Spanish conquests of the new world 
argued that rights necessarily extended past one’s own borders 
and to all people. Because of his reflections on a “republic for the 
whole world”, he has been labeled the “founder of global political 
philosophy”. Following in his footsteps, Francisco Suarez, a 
Jesuit professor of philosophy, drew on the concept of Charity 
from the works of Augustine and Aquinas to further the argument 
that humanity has a moral and political unity. Though his works 
would influence a diverse number of later philosophers, his direct 
influence on Grotius has earned him the title of godfather of 
International Law.

Hugo Grotius (born 1583), often called the father of 
international law, brought together both Christian and pre-
Christian thought to expand the concepts of the Just War Tradition 
to the international level. In the concluding chapter of his famous 
book On the Law of War and Peace, Grotius admonishes his 
reader to “preserve faith” and “seek peace”, for “by faith...not 
only is every state preserved, but that grand society of all nations 
is maintained. If this be taken away, says Aristotle rightly, all 
human correspondence ceases.” Moreover, “War is so horrible, 
that nothing but necessity, or true charity, can make it lawful.” 
And, “It is impossible that we should have a quiet conscience, 
and a just confidence in the protection of heaven, unless we aim 
at peace in everything we do throughout the whole course of a 
war.”32 

The Geneva Convention and the Formation 
of the UN 
In the sorrowful aftermath of WWII, 196 countries came together 
to sign the Geneva Convention treaties to delineate the protection 
and rights of wartime prisoners, the sick and  wounded, and 
civilians. These famous treaties were an affirmation and expansion 
of 3 previous Geneva conventions dating back to 1864 when the 
first convention was formed based on the powerful proposition of 
Henry Dunant for internationally recognized relief agencies in the 
time of war. Dunant, himself a socially minded Christian, would 
become the founder of the International Red Cross and become 
the recipient of the first Nobel Peace Prize. Whereas the Geneva 
conventions focused exclusively on people during wartime, the 
Hague Conventions between 1899 and 1925 were negotiated at 
International Peace Conferences and focused on the elimination 
of chemical and biological weapons. 

The UN was formed initially in 1941 as a united front against 
the axis powers with its founding four members (US, UK, China, 
Soviet Union) viewing themselves as “four policemen”. The UN 
Security Council was designated the lofty task of maintaining 
peace and security among nations with its membership 
permanently composed of the four founding countries, France and 
10 temporary countries. Although the effectiveness, moral purity 
and legitimacy of the UN Security Council has rightfully been 
called into question, its declared purpose and potential make it 

32 David D. Corey and J. Daryl Charles, The Just War Tradition, An Introduction,  
pg 144

an important player when discussing the options for war and the 
hopes for peace. 

Contrasting The Just War Tradition, 
Pacifism and Realism 

Today there remains among Christians the option to either 
identify with the Just War Tradition or to adhere to a form of 
pacifism. Admittedly some Christians have both permanently 
and more often temporarily, held more realist views towards 
war and peace. Debating the moral legitimacy and consequential 
effectiveness of each position is both valuable for personal ethical 
development and for international hopes for a just and peaceful 
society. I am no expert on any position but I hope to in what 
follows give a basic overview of each position’s claims, strengths 
and weaknesses, especially in their responsibility as citizens and 
their fidelity to the life and teachings of Jesus.33 

Starting with shared foundations, all Christians aim to love 
and serve God and their neighbor before themselves. They believe 
that all humans, even the most vile, bear the image of God. They 
are challenged by the call, and critically the example of Jesus, 
to love their enemy, even if it results in rejection or death. They 
trust that God’s promises of peace, justice and new creation will 
be vindicated in the fullness of God’s reign. Christians further 
believe that the Church should be a place to critically think through 
ethical questions together. But because reflection must be both 
personal and communal, some notable differences in theological 
interpretations divide Just War from pacifist perspectives—namely 
the way Christians view the fall, eschatology, and ecclesiology 
are key indicators of what position is held.

The Fall
If one emphasizes the inherent goodness of God’s creation of 
humanity despite the fall, that is our sinfulness, then they are likely 
to be either a Just War adherent or a pacifist. If however they place 
more weight on the dichotomy of humans who are still “dead in 
their sin” and those who have been “redeemed by grace”, then 
they will likely be more suspect of either aligning with or trusting 
secular or non-Christian authorities and governments. Pacifists of 
this type have historically separated themselves completely from 
any worldly ties to violence and power, while realists argue that 
in some situations, unjust war decisions and violent government 
coercion is needed to defend the good from what is bad. It is sadly 

33 See Faith and Force: A Christian Debate about War, by Brian Stiltner 
and David Clough for a great introductory book written as a debate over 
contemporary issues between adherents to pacifism and Just War Theory.

A UN Peacekeeping force in the Democratic Republic of the Congo. 
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this latter position, which though perhaps admirable for loving 
and defending what is good, has let fear drive Christians to make 
unjust and non-Christ-like decisions.

Eschatology 
Eschatology invokes the present state of the world and where it 
is going in regards to the consummation of all things. Pacifists 
emphasize that the reign of God is truly existing among Christians 
and therefore Christians should live by values that are in accord 
with God’s reign, particularly nonviolence and peace. Yet 
grasping the reality of our depraved world, many Christians have 
interpreted the eschatological situation to mean that though the 
church certainly should always try to transform the present reality 
and follow Jesus’s commands to be peacemakers, at times the 
church will have to tolerate some evil in order to avoid greater 
evils. This position insists that because the reign of God is not 
fully realized, living by the values of Jesus is not completely 
possible or even best for the world (e.g. always turning the other 
cheek). Realists in particular, guided by their strong sense of sin, 
emphasize the not yet portion of God’s reign and recognize war 
as a necessary evil to restrain sin. The Just War Tradition has 
tried to minimize the tension of the already, but not yet full, reign 
of God by seeing the ordering of a just society as both required 
under the reign of God and as a God-given, disciple-of-Jesus, task 
for the present. Just War theorists argue that pacifists do not give 
practical answers for dealing with evil in the world while pacifists 
charge Just War thinkers for renouncing the very practices that 
Jesus commanded that would make the reign of God more evident 
in our midst. 

Ecclesiology and Secular Government 
Although the separation of Church and State is a hallmark of the 
enlightenment, historically the two have been one and the same 
and even today bridges are both abundant and varied. Consider 
Angela Merkel and the host of Christian democratic parties 
across Europe and South America or the vibrant role of religion 
in African public life. More close to home in the US, the religious 
right have an enduring, albeit waning, presence. 

Having a “smaller” view of the Church’s direct role in political 
society is common among Christians who see themselves in step 
with the Christians of the first few centuries as a community of 
disciples who are trying to faithfully follow Jesus in a communist 
like way, requiring at least some distancing of themselves from 
the trappings of secular society, particularly violence. Similarly 
to Augustine, they would argue that humans did not originally 
need government, and the state, though necessary for the world, is 
flawed and in itself is more evil than good. 

Christians who have a “big” view of the Church would agree 
with Aquinas who saw  political authority as good in of itself and 
a place where Christians and non-Christians could come together 

for the common good of society. Accordingly the Church should 
be actively involved in secular society and though it might teach 
pacifism, the Church can contain a diversity of members including 
politicians and soldiers and its goal is to instruct and teach each 
for their personal context. 

The Just War Tradition and its Critiques of 
Pacifism and Realism 
The Just War Tradition has been the dominant method of Christian 
reflection on war for the past 1600 years, but does it deserve to 
retain this privileged position today? It is broadly claimed to be 
the most ethical approach to war by Christians and non-Christians 
alike. Its proponents would argue that from the outset it correctly 
recognizes the reality of war and the fallen world that we live in, 
and tries to bring some good out of a bad situation. Although there 
is certainly a diversity of thought in the centuries-old tradition, 
upon which I have barely scratched the surface, the broadly 
unanimous ethical judgements and necessary lines of thought 
regarding war have been filtered and enshrined in international 
law. Though one cannot certainly prove that the Just War Tradition 
has prevented and ameliorated many wars, there is evidence to 
make a sensible argument that it has. 

“For the Christian, the Just War Tradition provides a path from 
their basic faith commitments to responsible participation 
in worldly affairs. “The Just War tradition was initially and 
still is for many Christians an attempt to come to terms with 
what it means to love their neighbor, protect the widow and 
orphan, and recognize God’s providential ordering of human 
affairs through political authority.”34

The modern and mainstream perspective on Just War is 
founded on ethical and political assumptions such as natural 
law developed mainly by Aquinas and secularized by Locke, the 
centrality of human rights and the notion of the common good. 
Just War theorists would affirm some wars as a last resort for 
humanitarian reasons, in particular when it is backed by a UN 
decision because it clearly satisfies all of the Just War criteria. 

34 Faith and Force: A Christian Debate about War, by Brian Stiltner and David 
Clough, pg 222-223

The Just War Tradition has been 
the dominant method of Christian 
reflection on war for the past 1600 
years, but does it deserve to retain 
this privileged position today?

The American Cemetary in Normandy, adjacent to Omaha beach where about 
2,500 American soldiers and 2,000 more Alied soldiers lost their life during the 
D-Day operatoin. 
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Going to war to maintain justice and defend the innocent 
where no other means is sufficient is not something that is morally 
ambivalent but must be open to question by tender consciences. 
In response to pacifist critics, they would argue that Just War 
“policing” is continuous with what love and justice require in 
other relationships such as parenting and policing where wise 
judgements require decisions that are sometimes hard and costly. 
A shortcoming of pacifism is the potential of abandoning instead 
of loving one’s neighbor, either domestically or internationally, 
when they are in need, such as the essential example of preventing 
a genocide. 

During WWI, WWII and the Cold War, Just War thinkers 
often charged pacifists as being irrelevant at best, and dangerous at 
worst for potentially lulling political leaders and nations to passive 
stances towards totalitarian regimes. They also rightfully point 
out that neither Jesus, John the Baptist or St. Paul ever condemned 
Roman soldiers for being soldiers but rather commanded them 
not to abuse their power. In summary, it is argued that Just War 
thinking is the best alternative to abandoning public reasoning 
about war to pacifistic, realist and nationalist rhetoric. 

Pacifism and its Criticism of the Just War 
Tradition and Realism 
“The strongest reason that Christian pacifism remains an attractive 
option at the beginning of the twenty first century is the same one 
that made it attractive at the beginning of the second century: It 
points to a kind of faithful Christian discipleship that witnesses 
to the new ordering of the reign of God.”35 Now as then, many 
Christians experience God’s call to a life that suggests there is 
an alternative to the continuous warring and competition among 
nations and subnational groups. Pacifists are generally wary that 
by recognizing war as a sometimes legitimate action, Christians 
since the time of Constantine have been duped into rationalizing 
tribal or nationalistic self interests, “baptizing wars” and 
legitimizing the killing of innocent civilians. After all, historical 
realizations of these fears are admitted even by Just War theorists 
as a shortcoming of Just War reasoning. 

Has the Just War reasoning of Christians really been 
effective? Couldn’t the pragmatics of nations and the natural law 
of humans have had the same effects in stemming indiscriminate 
killing and adventure wars? What would the world look like today 
if for 2,000 years Christians collectively had remained faithful to 
following Jesus in nonviolence?

Modern arguments in support of pacifism and its number of 
adherents appear to be growing due to the destructive nature of 
modern weaponry whereby it is less plausible that a war will lead 
to a net improvement of any given situation. Although Just War 
thinkers are also against the use of nuclear weapons because of 
their indiscriminate nature, pacifists argue that even the use of 
smart weapons cannot be fully trusted to discriminate between 
soldiers and civilians, noting that between 1997 and 2002, about 
3 million people were killed by war with 75% of those being 
civilians.36 In the wake of modern terrorism, pacifism is arguably 
much more effective at addressing the grievances that fuel most 
non-state sponsored terrorist groups.  

Further, there is hope that recent advances in communication 

35 Faith and Force: A Christian Debate about War, by Brian Stiltner and David 
Clough, pg 224
36 Dan Smith, The Penguin Atlas of War and Peace, rev. Ed, pgs 38-40.

can increase the potential for international initiatives to resolve 
conflicts peacefully. Although the UN and especially the Security 
Council, has proven to be not without bias in its judgments and 
initiatives, it does in theory have the ability to adjudicate between 
nations, to decide when international law has been breached, 
to deploy troops in peacekeeping roles and to act to enforce 
judgements. In order for the UN to be a realizable international 
authority it needs an increased level of endorsement and 
commitment from the world’s most power nationals, which as of 
right now are weary of accepting constraints on their freedom to 
act. 

Although the changing realities of the 21st century point to 
the strategic merits of pacifism, the truth of pacifism for Christian 
adherents is its faithfulness to following Jesus and resolving to 
not use violence even in cases where it seems to promise better 
results in combating evil or protecting the vulnerable. 

But isn’t the real threat of totalitarian regimes like in WWII 
an exception? I grew up watching and glorifying the heroes of 
WWII, including my own grandfathers. I had two grandfathers 
in the pacific and a great uncle who braved the infamous beaches 
of Normandy, all of whom were God-fearing Christian men. I am 
thankful to both them and the current soldiers for their courage 
and sacrifice. Although the horrors and failures of Vietnam 
provide some balance, the enshrinement of its WWII heroes has 
also made the US prone to glorifying its own position in wars, 
making it susceptible to dichotomizing the enemy as pure evil and 
the US as the intervening hero. Pacifists would argue that many 
civilians were killed by the allies in WWII, e.g. the fire bombing 
of Germany, and to the critical point of preventing genocide, that 
many of the Jews, Roma, homosexuals and disabled who were 
rescued were done through nonviolent means.37 They further insist 
that genocidal thought and action would be much more avertable 
if people and nations took a more proactive step in creative and 
determined peacemaking initiatives. 

Recently as I walked the famous road from Concord to 
Lexington upon which the colonials famously opened fire on 
the British troops who were coming to destroy a stockpile of 
37 See the debate on pages 100-107  in Faith and Force: A Christian Debate 
about War, by Brian Stiltner and David Clough, that is specifically centered 
around the Humanitarian crisis in Kosovo. Using nonviolent methods, the 
people of Bulgaria, Denmark and Finland were able to save almost all of 
their Jewish populations. See also https://www.ushmm.org/wlc/en/article.
php?ModuleId=10005185 and https://www.ushmm.org/wlc/en/article.
php?ModuleId=10005131 for some history on both the nonviolent rescue of Jews 
and the liberation of the concentration camps. 

Sophie Scholl: The Final Days, 2005. Sophie and Hans Scholl were part of the 
“White Rose” movement which inspired by their faith wrote and distributed 
pamphlets in Germany that called for the end of the war and strongly denouced 
the inhuman acts of the Nazis. I highly recommend the movie. 
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weapons, I started to doubt the righteousness of the American 
Revolution. Later as I read through the New Testament epistles 
I was struck with the multifold call to peaceful living and prayer 
even and especially under oppressive regimes. Although I, like 
any Christian, should plead for the cause of the oppressed, I have 
come to understand that there are about as many definitions of 
justice in the world as there are people, and much too often one 
crosses over even one’s own definition when trying to compensate 
for past injustice. Accordingly I am becoming more wary of violent 
means of asserting justice, recognizing instead that choosing the 
way of the cross, by accepting a portion of the world’s injustice 
and pain, is quite possibly the only way to peace. Yet, I admit that 
I am still unresolved given that movies such as Braveheart and 
The Patriot still tug my heart towards violent revolution. 

But what about the Old Testament? Can its violent passages 
be completely dismissed? Alongside the Old Testament’s vision 
of peace as the fulfillment of God’s purposes, and the New 
Testament’s witness to faithful nonviolence, we find the characters 
of the Bible wrestling with a world that is anything but peaceful. 
The most disturbing texts relating to warfare in the Bible are the 
parts of the Mosaic law documenting how the Israelites are to 
conquer the land of Canaan and the exaggerated stories38 of the 
ensuing slaughter of the neighboring tribes at the command of 
God. Deuteronomy 20 sets the standard of expected conduct. 
Distant nations that do not accept an offer of peace and forced 
labor are to have their males killed and their women and children 
taken as bondservants. Even more frighteningly, the peoples that 
inhabited the immediate area of Israel’s future possession were 
to be completely slaughtered and the cities burned wholly to the 
ground. 

While it is true that the political context for Israel as a 
theocratic nation with explicit boundaries was very different to 
the position of the early Church, that being a marginal community 
under the powerful authority of Rome, after Constantine why did 
the Church not recognize the political and conquesting example 
of Israel?39 

38 Though passages such as Joshua 10:40-12:24 indicate that the Israelites 
conquered the entire land, destroying everything that had breath, following 
passages reveal that Israel did not, in fact, kill everything that had breath for all 
the groups that are said to be destroyed appear later in the text. See Joshua 13, 
16:10; 17:12; 23:7,12-14. In the very next book (1 Chronicles), the first verse 
after the book of Joshua, they ask who will fight the Canaanites. As another 
example, in 1 Sam 15:3 Saul is ordered to utterly destroy and kill all of the 
Amalekites. After all but executing this command because he spared the King, 
later in the same book (1 Sam 27:8-9) David and his men are said to have gone 
up and raided the Amalekites. The Amalekites appear yet again in 1 Sam 30 and 
even centuries later during the reign of King Hezekiah in 1 Chron 4 and in the 
descendent Hamman who tried to exterminate the Jews in the story of Esther. 
Apparently the genocidal words of “completely destroying everything that 
breathes” are not literal unless you think the authors are completely insane. Upon 
comparison with other Ancient Near East sources, scholars have determined that 
this is a literary device used at the time called Hagiographic Hyperbole. When 
one army would defeat another army they would brag of complete annihilation 
to intimidate and glorify their strength. Modern day parallels are heard often in 
the sporting context: “We massacred [slaughtered, butchered, destroyed, etc..] 
them!”
39 I am sure some Christians at some point in history used the conquests of 
Canaan to support conquering but I do not know of any examples. Even the 
modern state of Israel was and still is largely a secular Jewish effort, and though 
they argue for their historical ties to the land, they do not justify the displacement 
of the Palestinian people with the conquering narrative of the Old Testament. 
Rather, as right or wrong as it may be, they first justified using force in order to 
secure a safe place for Jewish people and now as a means to protect against local 
Arab threats. In Ezekiel 47 the recreation of Israel after the exile is foretold and 
it is stated that “you shall divide this land among you according to the tribes of 

The books of Exodus, Leviticus and Deuteronomy place a 
large emphasis on purity. The rationale for primarily pushing out40 
and if need be slaughtering whole peoples and their livestocks is 
specified in Deut 20: “So that they do not teach you to do all the 
detestable things...and so you do not sin against the Lord your 
God.” The mandated violence is not commanded out of cruelty, 
unbridled aggression or unlimited conquest, but in a struggle to 
keep a people holy and separate from the evil practices of those 
around them. Further there is a strong emphasis that it is God who 
would fight for and protect Israel and that they should not rely on 
a building a military machine.41  Christians in general believe that 
the Hebrew purity laws and territorial boundaries have found their 
fulfillment in Christ42 and therefore the descriptive passages of the 
conquest of Canaan cannot be used as an authoritative basis or 
prescription for right conduct in war. Most conclusively, Christians 
find themselves under the reign of Jesus in the Kingdom of God. 
The life, death and resurrection of Jesus ushered in the beginnings 
of the great vision of peace in the Old Testament, whereby the 
nations would be united under the banner of the Prince of Peace.

The Middle Way: Just Peacemaking in the 
21st Century
Perhaps one position is more closely tied to the reign of Jesus, 
trusting God and being a responsible citizen. I am honestly not able 
to make that judgement. I would however like to finally present 
a middle way forward, contemporarily called Just Peacemaking 
that has its roots in the kingdom vision transformative initiatives 
laid out in the Sermon on the Mount.43

The strength of the Just Peacemaking movement is that it 
combines the fundamental goals and methods of pacifists and 
Just War thinkers to encourage and challenge one another to be 
more proactive in the peacemaking goals of their positions, even 
or especially in daily life. “The foundation of just peacemaking 
must be a culture of reconciliation, a process of “overcoming past 
alienation, enmity and hurt and of relating to the ‘other’ in the 

Israel. You shall allot it as an inheritance for yourselves and for the aliens who 
reside among you and have begotten children among you. They shall be to you as 
citizens of Israel; with you they shall be allotted an inheritance among the tribes 
of Israel.” (v21-22). Religious Jews today have varying theological views about 
the state of Israel but Christians see this foretold renewing of Israel after exile to 
have already come true in Jesus and His Kingdom. 
40 Rather than pure slaughter, there is an emphasis on driving out the people 
inhabiting the land. (See Lev 18:24-28, Num 21:32, 33:51-56; Deut 9:1; 11:23; 
18:14; 19:1; 23:27-30, 2 Kgs 16:3. For example, according  to Exodus 23:23, the 
angel would go before Israel and would completely destroy the Canaanites. Later 
in the same chapter (vs 28-29) God says he would not drive out the Canaanites 
all at once but would do so little by little. (see also Deut 6:22) According to the 
narrative God gave the Canaanites plenty of time to leave before judgement 
came. It is even stated in Joshua 5:1 that the people of the land knew that Israel 
was coming and were afraid because of what had happened in Egypt. There 
is also the example of Rahab, the prostitute of Jericho, who places her faith in 
the God of Israel and she saves herself and her family from the destruction of 
Jericho. Remarkably she is even in the lineage of Jesus. Finally, God promised 
to the Israelites that it was not because of their righteousness that they would 
take possession of the land but because of the inhabitants’ wickedness and if (and 
when) they fell to the same level of wickedness they would get destroyed and be 
driven out of the land. (see Deut 6, 8, 9, 12;, Lev 18:24, 20:22) 
41 See the example of God’s power in the exodus out of Egypt along with Deut 
7:17-26, Deut 20:1, Joshua 23:9-10, Isaiah 30:15-16, 31:1.  
42 See Matthew 5-7 and in general Jesus’s multi-fold call of association to himself 
and the Kingdom of God as the formation of the new Israel over and against 
traditional purity laws, family ties and territorial boundaries. 
43 See https://www.sbl-site.org/assets/pdfs/Stassen_Transforming.pdf for a paper 
by Glen Harold Stassen, one of the leading developers of Just Peacemaking. 
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present”.44 

Critically, Just Peacemaking requires a recognition of the 
roots of conflict, one of which being fear and anxiety. Preemptive 
Love Coalition, an encouraging example working mainly in 
Iraq, states it this way: “We fear loss. We fear shame. We fear 
ideologies and religions. We fear vulnerability....So we fight, first 
with attitudes and words, then with fists and bombs….We must 
confront polarizing conflicts with love instead of fear.”45

Further, we must see the dignity in each other, recognizing 
that we all have hopes, dreams, grievances and life experiences 
while understanding that our enemy does not attack us without 
a reason. We must try to understand that reason and proactively 
create shared identities and dreams for the common good. Yes it is 
absolutely true that dreams and worldviews do not always fit neatly 
together, but this is where transparent, face-toface discussion is 
most critical. Instead of building fences, talking in echo chambers 
and then bitterly tossing polemic bombs over the fence, we need 
to both respectfully listen and candidly talk and challenge based 
on our understanding of the current state of a situation, ideologies 
and social or political changes. Hopefully such discussion will 
bring new understanding or at least the ability to agree to disagree 
without resorting to violence.  

While forgiveness is absolutely essential in building peace, 
securing some level of retributive justice is necessary for both 
healing and breaking cycles of strife and violence. Economic 
justice and reducing the imbalance of power is a significant 
component in a culture of reconciliation. We must heed Scripture’s 
plea for justice and the plight of the poor, calling us to a faithful 
and compassionate response.46

44 Raymond Helmick, Rodney Petersen, and Tom Porter, Boston University 
School of Theology, “Components of Just Peace Declaration”. 
45 http://www.preemptivelove.org/
46 Jeremiah 22:3, Isaiah 1:17,  Psalm 146:7-9, Malachi 6:8, 3:5, Amos 5:24, Luke 

We should find motivation to forgive and find common 
ground by recognizing our own failures and involvement in 
injustice. Instead of letting a Facebook mentality of judgement 
and criticism direct our thoughts, we should determine to make 
self reflection and repentance integral to our daily life and the way 
we approach conflict of any kind. 

 Finally as followers of Jesus, we can be confident and at 
peace with the future as one of my favorite hymn says: 

“Be still, my soul: the Lord is on thy side. Bear patiently the 
cross of grief or pain...
[For] the waves and winds still know, 
His voice who ruled them while He dwelt below.
When change and tears are past, 
All safe and blessed we shall meet at last.”47 

While we have this hope in the future, in the present we must
live out our identity as the body of Christ by being agents of 
reconciliation and peace. The glorious truth about Christianity 
is that God is working to make all things new by first entering 
into humanity, proclaiming the good news of the Kingdom, 
dying for us, his enemies, and then calling us to be part of the 
Missio Dei, the Loving Mission of God. 

Yes the coherent ethical answers are important, the riches of 
historical theology can be incredibly insightful and practical steps 
are essential. Yet, the long and complicated answer can easily be 
twisted and wrongly interpreted. Thankfully, as I was reminded in 
Jordan, the answer is both simple, generally accepted, and at the 
heart of the gospel. Trust God and love even when it’s difficult.

4:18-19, James 2:15-16 etc. 
47 Be still my Soul, Kathrina von Schlegel, 1752 

We should determine to make self 
reflection and repentance integral 
to our daily life and the way we 
approach conflict of any kind.

Christ at the Checkpoint is an example of a Just Peacemaking initiative as it challenges Evangelical Christians to take responsibility in helping to resolve the Palestinian/
Israeli conflict by working with Palestinians while also reflecting on the teachings of Jesus and the Kingdom of God. 
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building things and spending time 
with friends and family. 
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Lady Justice, Frankfurt, Germany

What are human rights, and how can they be determined?  
From common examples of human rights, a right seems to be 
an entitlement to something.  According to the United Nations, 
human rights include:

Article 1. 
All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. 
They are endowed with reason and conscience and should act 
towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood.   

Article 2.
Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth 
in this Declaration, without distinction of any kind, such as 
race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, 
national or social origin, property, birth or other status. 
Furthermore, no distinction shall be made on the basis of the 
political, jurisdictional or international status of the country or 
territory to which a person belongs, whether it be independent, 
trust, non-self-governing or under any other limitation of 
sovereignty.

Article 3.
Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person.

Article 4.
No one shall be held in slavery or servitude; slavery and the 
slave trade shall be prohibited in all their forms.

Article 5.
No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or 

degrading treatment or punishment.1

These human rights seem to be 
universal examples that everyone 
should agree on.  Why are these rights, 
and what causes one to be entitled 
to rights?  Does one deserve or earn 
rights?  Intuitively, a person has these 
rights simply by being a human, 
which implies that having human 
rights is independent of one’s actions.  
Thus, one cannot earn more human 
rights or do anything to deserve to 
have these rights taken from them.  
Intuitively, each person deserves and 
should be entitled to human rights 
because each person is a human.  That 
is, human rights are inherent to being 
a human. 

So what about being a human 
entitles us to rights?  How can we 
determine exactly what rights we 
have?  There currently seems to be 
no consensus in society about human 
rights, as controversial issues like the 
right to choose abortion, the right to 
commit suicide, the right to have 
social welfare, and the right to have 
quality education have no definite 
answer upon which everyone agrees.  
Although many people agree on most 
basic fundamental rights, in order to 

determine these more controversial rights, we have to analyze 
our core beliefs about even these basic accepted rights.  Why 
is it best that humans have the right to not be enslaved?  What 
kind of beliefs lead to human rights like this?  And if we can 
find these core beliefs, perhaps they can be applied to more 
controversial issues.

In short, I believe that secularism cannot sufficiently 
address human rights.  To see this, consider that every person has 
their own intuition, and often philosophy is built around one’s 
personal intuition.  So when people have different intuitions 
for an issue, their philosophies conflict.  One philosopher 
writes a paper, and then another philosopher uncovers some 
hidden assumptions and makes counterarguments using their 
own intuition.  And then yet another philosopher repeats the 
process.  The whole discussion becomes an endless argument 
that is destined to never be resolved as long as people have 
differing intuitions.  This may be fine for philosophical 
topics without much significance to everyday life, but this is 
unacceptable for the topic of human rights.  People are living 
right now, and human rights are too urgent to be subjected to 
an endless, perhaps fruitless cycle of discussion.  And even 
if a person claims that their philosophy does not revolve 
around their intuition, we must question where their most 
fundamental assumptions and beliefs come from.  If one’s 
1 Universal Declaration of Human Rights”, United Nations, http://www.un.org/
en/universal-declaration-human-rights/

The Nature of Objective 
Human Rights
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logical groundwork is not an objective truth, then it must 
consist of personal beliefs.  If this is so, then they seem to 
be no different than the philosopher who openly builds 
philosophy around his intuition.  Because people’s core beliefs 
come from their intuition, and intuition differs from person 
to person, I do not believe that secularism can give us a solid 
foundation of human rights (and other issues).  On the other 
hand, if Christianity is true, then the most fundamental tenets 
of Christianity are objective and independent of personal bias.

Before continuing, I want to clarify this view on intuition.  
I am not claiming that no truth can come from intuition, as that 
would be a foolish claim to make when I am also using intuition.  
Instead, I am claiming that without an objective reference 
point there is no way to compare everyone’s intuitions and 
determine which one is better.  The doctrine of Christianity 
can be used as a common metric to determine the validity of 
anyone’s arguments and intuitions so that objective truth can 
be found.  But without a common, objective foundation, there 
is no hope for comparing every philosophers’ intuition.

For this reason, I will explore the fundamental beliefs 
about human rights from the Christian perspective, which I 
believe offers objective truths about human rights (and other 
issues).  The purpose of this article is not to address any 
specific controversial issue, but rather to explain the nature 
and existence of human rights according to Christian doctrine.  
The discussion concerning specific human rights governed 
by the state from the Christian perspective is more complex 
and out of the scope of my article, as that discussion entails 
theology about the government, politics, and freedom.  Rather, 
I just want to build the foundation of the Christian view of the 
nature of human rights using fundamental tenets of Christian 
doctrine.  This theology helps with daily life and may 
potentially be applied to more complex discussions.

The Existence and Source of Human Rights
So, what rights do people have according to Christianity?  
According to Christian tradition, God created everything out 
of nothing. Intuitively then, God owns everything in existence, 
including humans.  This claim is affirmed by Scripture:  “...for 
in him all things in heaven and on earth were created, things 
visible and invisible, whether thrones or dominions or rulers 
or powers—all things have been created through him and for 
him.”2 Hence, if God owns humans, then He has the right to 
do with them whatever He pleases. This is also asserted by 
Scripture: “But who indeed are you, a human being, to argue 
with God?  Will what is molded say to the one who molds it, 
‘Why have you made me like this?’  Has the potter no right 
over the clay, to make out of the same lump one object for 
special use and another for ordinary use?”3 So we do not own 
2  Colossians 1:16
3 Romans 9:20, 21

our life, but God owns our life.  Furthermore, we also are not 
rightful owners of anything we create with God’s materials 
(which is everything we see) or anything we earn with the 
strength and existence God gave us.  So humans don’t have 
the right to anything, including our life or anything we earn.

After realizing this, naturally the question arises: if 
God owns humans, then why can humans reject Him?  One 
explanation is that God wants a “true” relationship with His 
creations, and in order to do that there must be a free will to 
accept or reject God.  Another explanation is that everything 
that happens is due to God’s deliberate sovereignty, and 
therefore everything that happens glorifies God.

Regardless of the answer to the previous question, from 
the Christian perspective, humans are seen as stewards of our 
own life as well as of nature.  That is, humans don’t have the 

right to anything, but are called to manage some of God’s 
creation.  This can be seen in God’s commands to the first 
humans:

God blessed [the first humans], and God said to them, “Be 
fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth and subdue it; and have 
dominion over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the air 
and over every living thing that moves upon the earth.” God 
said, “See, I have given you every plant yielding seed that is 
upon the face of all the earth, and every tree with seed in its 
fruit; you shall have them for food.  And to every beast of the 
earth, and to every bird of the air, and to everything that creeps 
on the earth, everything that has the breath of life, I have given 
every green plant for food.” And it was so.4 

So even though God created everything and owns it, He 
let humans steward His creations.  Humans are obligated to 
use what God gave us for His glory, even our life.  That is, God 
4 Genesis 1:28-30

Creation of Adam, Jan Brueghel the Younger, c. 17th century

From the Christian perspective, humans are seen as stewards of our 
own life as well as of nature.  That is, humans don’t have the right to 

anything, but are called to manage some of God’s creation.
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commanded humans to be stewards.
So where do human rights fit into all of this?  The 

important point to take out of this discussion of self-ownership 
is that, since God created and owns everything, it is impossible 
to have any objective human rights outside of God.  And since 
God has complete rights over everything in existence, humans 
don’t have the right to their own life or to anything else.  Rather 
than having human rights, we have obligations to God through 
His commands.  An example of such an obligation is to be a 
good steward of one’s life and of the things God gives one.

As we see, the source and motivation for human rights 
are radically different in the perspectives of secularism and 
Christianity.  In the list of human rights from the United 
Nations, each Article claimed that every human is entitled to 
some right.  On the other hand, there is no similar list of human 
rights in the Bible.  Instead, there are commands given for 
humanity to obey, and some of the commands are concerned 
with how to treat other people.  So rather than listing out things 
to which humans are entitled, the Bible commands humans to 
treat each other in a certain way.  In the Christian perspective, 
“human rights,” or entitlements, do not exist.

However, some of the commands from Christianity may 
practically look like secular human rights.  I will show that the 
practical result of secular human rights can be similar to that of 
Christian commands.  In the secular case, consider that every 
human has the right to not be subjected to some experience X 
against their will.  Thus ideally, no person will ever be subjected 
to X against their will.  Let’s look at the parallel case for 
Christianity.  Consider the case that, according to Christianity, 
every person is commanded to not subject anybody to X 
against their will.  Thus, similar to the secular case, ideally no 
person will ever be subjected to X against their will.  Although 
the nature of secular human rights and Christian commands 
are fundamentally different, we see that at least in some cases 
they can practically lead to the same end result.  In order to 
emphasize the connection between Christianity and human 
rights, I will refer to these kinds of Christian commands as 
effective human rights.  I would like to remind that the set of 
secular human rights and Christian effective human rights are 
not necessarily the same.  It is also worth noting that Christian 
commands go beyond simply keeping from infringing on 
others’ rights.  For example, consider what Jesus says about 
responding to malevolent people:

“You have heard that it was said, ‘An eye for an eye and 
a tooth for a tooth.’ But I say to you, Do not resist an evildoer. 
But if anyone strikes you on the right cheek, turn the other 
also;  and if anyone wants to sue you and take your coat, give 
your cloak as well; and if anyone forces you to go one mile, 
go also the second mile. Give to everyone who begs from you, 

and do not refuse anyone who wants to borrow from you” 5

As we see, Christians are commanded to not only refrain 
from hurting others, but also to gracefully serve those around 
them, including those who hurt them.  The reason for this 
will be made clear in the discussion of the nature of God’s 
commands.

Even though human rights do not exist in Christianity, 
we see that the doctrine leads to effective human rights.  
Interestingly, even though secular human rights and effective 
human rights may lead to the same results, they radically differ 
in their nature and origins.   Since the topic of this paper is 
the nature of human rights from the Christian perspective, I 
will continue to explore the nature of effective human rights.  
Perhaps the greatest insight into effective human rights comes 
from analyzing the human condition and God’s motives for 
giving commands.  As we will see, this analysis will highlight 
the beauty of God, but will also address one of the most 
controversial, but necessary Christian doctrines.

The Human Condition and God’s Response
So the questions to ask are: what is the nature of effective 
human rights?  What motivates God to give us specific 
commands?  By the end of this section I hope to paint a picture 
of the nature of God’s commands in the context of the human 
condition.

First, what is the human condition?  In order to answer 
this question, the discussion of sin is necessary because sin is 
an integral aspect of the human condition in the perspective 
of Christianity.  According to Christian doctrine, sin is 
disobedience or rebellion against God, and “all have sinned 
and fall short of the glory of God”.6  The fact that every human 
has sinned is a fundamental tenet of Christianity;  there is not 
one person who has perfectly obeyed all of God’s commands.

So how does God see sin, a violation against His 
established morality?  And more pertinently, how does He see 
sinners?  According to Christian theology, God is a perfect 
judge and will not simply allow sin to remain unjudged.  God, 
because He is just, “... executes justice for the orphan and the 
widow, and...loves the strangers, providing them food and 
clothing”.7 God does not overlook the suffering and injustices 
in this world, and this is one reason why God must judge sin. 
Although I will continue with this fact, I acknowledge that the 
theology behind the reasons God judges sin is worth its own 
paper.

So if sin against God is to be judged, what is a fitting 
punishment?  If sinning is wronging a perfect, almighty, and 

5 Matthew 5: 38-42
6 Romans 3:23
7 Deuteronomy 10:18

Since God created and owns 
everything, it is impossible to have 
any objective human rights outside 
of God.
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only refrain from hurting others, 
but also to gracefully serve those 
around them.
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infinite God, then what punishment could possibly fit the 
crime?  Every single sin we commit is not just a small mishap; 
sin is a moral crime against an infinitely good God.  What else 
could a crime against an infinitely good God be other than an 
infinitely bad crime?  And what punishment fits an infinitely 
bad crime other than an infinite punishment?

Before explaining the Christian doctrine of sin, I will offer 
an analogy that portrays the extent to which sin against God is 
bad.  Consider a person named Jill who cheats on her spouse, 
John.  How bad was the cheating?  What if John constantly 
abused her, had affairs, and refused to love Jill?  Then Jill’s 
affair does not seem that bad, perhaps almost justified.  But 
what if John was a good husband, but was in the military 
and did not see Jill that much?  Then Jill’s affair seems less 
justified, but is still understandable, and still seems nowhere 
close to deserving death.  Finally, consider if John extremely 
loved Jill and gave Jill everything she needed and wanted.  John 
selflessly wanted the best for Jill and lived a sacrificial life for 
her, so that Jill would always be happy.  John had absolutely 
no regard for his own happiness, but just for Jill’s.  If this 
was the case, then Jill’s affair would be seen as exceedingly 
betraying and wronging John.  See the trend?  The better John 
lives, the worse Jill’s affair seems.

Take this analogy between God and humans.  John 
represents God, and Jill represents the humans.  But God is 
infinitely good and loving, more so than John ever could have 
been.  God loves and cares for each person unconditionally, 
even if the person turns away from God.  According to the 
Bible, “God proves his love for us in that while we still were 
sinners Christ died for us”.8  This is like the case when John is 
infinitely good to Jill.  God made great sacrifices for us while 
we rejected God, simply out of love for us.  What greater love 
can there be?  This is the epitome of unconditional love.  Who 
would continue to love, pursue, and sacrifice for you while 
you are simultaneously, continuously, betraying them?  With 
this portrayal, hopefully it is easier to see why wronging an 
infinitely good God is an infinitely bad offense.

Christian doctrine is consistent with this analysis, because 
“the wages of sin is death”.9 The death mentioned here refers 

8 Romans 8:5
9 Romans 6:23

to Hell, which Jesus refers to as “the eternal fire prepared for 
the devil and his angels”.10  As we see, God did not create Hell 
for humans, yet Hell is just judgement for sin against God.  
Therefore, as uncomfortable as the concept is for Christians 
and non-Christians alike, every human deserves to go to Hell, 
as every human has sinned.  This is the human condition, what 
each person deserves.

Recall that in order to explore the nature of effective 
human rights, we are looking for God’s motivation for His 
commands.  In order to do that, we discussed the human 
condition.  And now we have to look at God’s response to the 
human condition, and how that motivates His establishment of 
effective human rights.

As many people may have heard about the Christian belief, 
Jesus came and died on a cross for the sake of humanity.  But 
that is not the end of the sacrifice.  If the price of our sins is 
eternal Hell, and Jesus paid that price, then Jesus also suffered 
in Hell for each of us!  What love!  Is there anyone you know 
willing to replace you in Hell for your sake?  So we all deserve 
to go to Hell, but God suffered for us so we do not have to 
suffer what we deserve if we receive His mercy by faith and 
repent of our sins.  We do not have any right or entitlement to 
God’s mercy.  These facets highlight the beauty of God.  These 
Christian beliefs are concisely stated in the Apostle’s Creed11:

I believe in Jesus Christ, his only Son, our Lord,
who was conceived by the Holy Spirit,
born of the Virgin Mary,
suffered under Pontius Pilate,
was crucified, died, and was buried;*
he descended to the dead.
On the third day he rose again;
he ascended into heaven,
is seated at the right hand of the Father,
and will come again to judge the living and the dead.
I believe in the Holy Spirit,
the holy catholic** church,
the communion of saints,
the forgiveness of sins,
the resurrection of the body,
and the life everlasting. Amen.

*Traditional use of this creed includes these words: “He  
descended into hell.”
**universal
10 Matthew 25: 41
11 “Apostles’ Creed: Traditional and Ecumenical Versions”, The United Methodist 
Church, http://www.umc.org/what-we-believe/apostles-creed-traditional-
ecumenical

The Sacrificial Lamb, Josefa de Ayala, c. 1670-1684.

God made great sacrifices for us 
while we rejected God, simply out 
of love for us.  What greater love 
can there be?
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So then we see that God interceded for humanity, so that we 
don’t have to pay the punishment we deserve.  The important 
point to note is God’s response to the human condition:  
God treats people better than they deserve because He loves 
them.  The nature of effective human rights comes from this 
love.  God’s love is the origin and nature of His commands.  
Thus, effective human rights are fundamentally built upon 
unconditionally loving one another as God unconditionally 
loves people.  This is why Jesus said the greatest commands 
are to “‘love the Lord your God with all your heart, and with 
all your soul, and with all your mind.’ This is the greatest and 
first commandment. And a second is like it: ‘You shall love 
your neighbor as yourself.’ On these two commandments hang 
all the law and the prophets”.12

Applications
From the Christian perspective, the basis for all effective 
human rights is love.  God’s commands and treatment of 
people are all derived from a nature of unconditional love.  
Technically, we could steal from and harm other people saying 
that they deserve worse (because we all deserve Hell), but that 
would be extremely hypocritical to do when God has shown 
such love and mercy to us.  One of the appeals of a Christian 
foundation of human rights over a secular foundation is that 
Christianity offers more complete, objective, unchanging 
truths about human rights.

This section on applications can be used by Christians for 
spiritual growth, or by others as an example of how Christian 
theology applies to daily life.  So what is applicable from the 
conclusion that each person deserves to go to Hell?  We can 
use this perspective to check our attitudes and gratefulness.  
Whenever we feel entitled to something, such as a fair treatment, 
respect, money, physical objects, but we don’t receive it and 
become bitter—remember that we don’t have the right to any 
of those things.  No one deserves to be treated well, to be cared 
for, or even to be loved.  No matter what happens to us on this 
Earth, we always deserve worse.  It is merciful of God to let us 
suffer what little we suffer on Earth compared to suffering in 
an eternal Hell.  Here are two ways this perspective can help 
us spiritually:  (1) our situation highlights the love and mercy 
of God, and (2) our situation also dispels any pride or sense of 
entitlement we may have.

Contemplating (1) can help us realize that we are loved 
by God and are not alone.  If you ever feel unloved—that no 
person would care for you or bother to sacrifice anything for 
you—realize that God has made the greatest possible sacrifice 
for your sake.  Not only that, but He made that sacrifice while 
you were against Him.  This proves that, unlike human love, 
God’s love is truly unconditional.  Human love will always be 
incomplete and conditional, but God’s love never leaves.

Point (2) is useful for knocking down pride and a 

12  Matthew 22:36-40

sense of entitlement.  Consider the fact that no matter what 
happens to us in this Earth, we always deserve worse.  But 
inversely, this means that we are always being treated better 
than we deserve!  Therefore, in all circumstances we can be 
grateful that we are lovingly and mercifully being treated 
better than we deserve.  This outlook on life, if you let it, can 
fundamentally change your perspective in every moment, 
every day.  Imagine being able to see the positivity of God’s 
love and mercy in every situation!  Too often in the business 
of life, we start to complain about small things, and we start to 
lose this perspective in everyday situations.  As a practical aid, 
perhaps try to periodically remind yourself throughout the day 
of what you truly deserve, compare it to your current situation 
and then give thanks to God.  This may help maintain the right 

attitude in response to God’s constant mercy.
For example, whenever you get angry or annoyed, think 

about the source of that attitude.  Ask yourself what exactly 
made you upset.  Is it that you believe that you were entitled 
to something, and didn’t receive it?  If so, then that attitude is 
not justified.  (This is not to say that all anger is not justified, 
as there can be righteous anger.)  This applies even when you 
believe you earned what you thought you were entitled to.  
Know that we do not even deserve for our efforts to be fruitful.  
Our efforts deserve to always fail, but through God’s mercy 
and strength we can accomplish even the most trivial of tasks!  
Thus, we earn nothing ourselves, and everything is given 
to us by God’s mercy.  Whenever you are having problems 
with your attitude in daily life, take a moment to reflect and 
compare what you deserve and what you have.

This concludes the content of my article.  This discussion 
does not entail all of the theology relevant to the nature of 
human rights.  For example, the fact that people are made 
in the image of God could give more insight into the topic.  
The fact that the nature of human rights can be derived from 
basic principles of Christianity is an example of Christianity’s 
ability to intellectually explain aspects of reality and life.

 
“I give you a new commandment, that you love one another. 
Just as I have loved you, you also should love one another. By 
this everyone will know that you are my disciples, if you have 
love for one another.” John 13:34-35
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Effective human rights are fundamentally built upon unconditionally 
loving one another as God unconditionally loves people.
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A Black Lives Matter march via Star Tribune, Twin Cities, Minnesota. 
I remember going golfing with my dad a good deal as kid —
with him and his friends. Golf courses and country clubs were 
part of my life. I was raised in a pretty wealthy part of town, 
around pretty successful people, all of whom were white. In 
fact, the only black person I ever knew growing up was my 
family’s gardener. Among my dad’s friends there were a lot of 
black gardeners.

 
And black jokes.
 

There were things said on those golf courses that I’m 
ashamed I heard … even as a kid. But, if you asked any of 
those men if they were racists, I’m pretty sure all of them 
would have said no.

Stories like this elicit reactions in us ranging from 
superiority — “How could they? I would never…” — to rage, 
“People like that should be jailed!” — to sadness, “I remember 
overhearing jokes like that about me.” Whatever our reactions 
to such ugliness we can all agree that the motivation which 
gives rise to its utterance isn’t shallow, but deep. Soul deep, 
in fact. So deep that, in many cases, we don’t even know it’s 
there.

So it goes with racism. My dad’s friends were participants 
in a culture to which they were mostly blind, it seems to me. 
Their deep disdain was so within them that it could hardly 
have been dislodged by a mere change of public policies.

Racism is one of those features of the world which we 
all would agree shouldn’t be there. Yet, when it comes to 
identifying it, stopping it, and repairing its damaging effects, 
good praxis seems ever out of reach. Whenever a well-meaning 
politician, social scientist, or civic leader holds one simple 
solution up to “deal with racism,” it never quite seems to work. 
That’s not to say that there aren’t good things we can do to 
bridge gaps and bring healing, only that the utopia of a post-
racial world where hate and fear are gone is ever illusive. For 
those of us who follow Jesus as Lord and savior the question 
therefore naturally arises, “What does the gospel have to say 
about racism?” As it turns out, quite a lot. 

A Kingdom Frame
When one becomes a Christian, one gets a new set of lenses 
through which to see the world. You may rightly ask after 
hearing such a story, “How does the son of a man like that, 
from a place like that, steeped in a culture like that, grow up 
to be a pastor?” And, more interestingly, the pastor of a rather 
large, rather fast-growing, multi-ethnic people. The simple 
answer is, the gospel reframes absolutely everything.

The gospel is the story that both saves Christians and 
shapes them. If you’re reading this and you’re a thoroughgoing 
secularist, I know you’re rolling your eyes, but hang on. We’re 
all living out a story — all of us. That is, something is ultimate 
for every one of us. If you’re a feminist, it’s gender equality. 

One cannot extract one bit of 
creation (gender, race, economics, 
etc.) and make that the ultimate 
thing that explains all the rest.

Whatever our reactions to such 
ugliness we can all agree that the 
motivation which gives rise to its 
utterance isn’t shallow, but deep.

Racism: A Kingdom Perspective
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If you’re a socialist it’s economic equality. If you’re an 
environmentalist it’s justice for the earth. If you’re a Scientist 
(with a capital “S”) it’s intellectual advancement. And, if 
you’re an activist it’s probably racial equality. What do I mean 
by this? Simply that most cause-oriented activism is motivated 
by just that — a cause. But for the activist, causes and their 
associated philosophies become the frames for understanding 
the world. That’s because most of these philosophies demand 
that they be held as ultimate beliefs. But for a Christian, the 
story is necessarily different.

Again, this is not to say that good things can’t be done 
without a Kingdom of God understanding. That’s obviously 
not the case. The point is simply this: one cannot extract one 
bit of creation (gender, race, economics, etc.) and make that 
the ultimate thing that explains all the rest.

All of the aforementioned groups (and many more) have 
something in common: they’ve taken a thing in the world 
and made it the frame by which they see the world. Gender, 
economics, science, race … these are “in-the-world” things. 
By abstracting them from the world and forming them into 
their interpretive grid, they’ve erred. Frames help us see and 
appreciate pictures because frames are necessarily not the 
pictures. If we ripped a Monet in half and used it to create 
a papier-mâché frame for the other half, we would have 
committed a crime against art, and perhaps against humanity. 
Similarly, when any group’s basic understanding of the whole 
world is centered around the specific problems which vex 
a part of it they are doomed to fail at (1) understanding the 
world, (2) understanding what is really wrong with the world, 
and (3) fixing the world.

Christians, on the other hand, should not attempt to see 

the world framed by a papier-mâchéd part of it. We are to 
understand the world framed by the gospel of the Kingdom 
of God, led by Jesus the King. So what in the world does this 
have to do with racism? Everything.

Because Christians have a Kingdom frame through 
which to understand the world’s problems, we don’t need 
to understand racism merely economically, merely socially, 
merely by public policy, or merely by personal stories. Though 
we’re free to avail ourselves of these perspectives — and we 
should — we understand that the problem that causes rich white 
men to tell racist jokes on golf courses is the same problem that 
causes bureaucratic elites to put highways in places that will 
perpetuate black poverty. Sin. Racism’s roots aren’t growing 
in the shallow topsoil of economics and policy issues alone. 
Its taproots have dug far deeper than that, and only a Kingdom 
frame gives one the interpretive tools to understand exactly 
how deep.

Personal and Social
In their book Divided by Faith, famed sociologists Michael 
Emerson and Christian Smith researched the way white 
Christians perceive racism versus the way their non-white 
Christian counterparts did. They note:

“White evangelicals’ cultural tools and racial isolation 
curtail their ability to fully assess why people of different 
races do not get along…. Although honest and well-
intentioned, their perspective is a powerful means 
to reproduce contemporary radicalization…. Black 
evangelicals tend to see the racial world very differently. 
Ironically, evangelicalism’s cultural tools lead people in 
different social and geographical realities to assess the 
race problem in divergent … ways.”1

White evangelicals typically saw racism as a personal 
problem. “I’m not a racist,” was the echo which reverberated 
though many of their interviews. On the other hand, black 
evangelicals saw racism as a social problem, built into the 
ways cities are planned, education is received, healthcare 
is accessed, and opportunity is presented. All this begs the 
question, how shall this stalemate be resolved? If two groups 
of people cannot agree upon the actual problem, we can forget 
about ever actually solving it. 

This is where the framework of the Kingdom comes 
to help. Because racism isn’t just a problem on its own, it’s 
symptomatic of the problem with the human race — the 
problem of sin. Sin is both a personal problem and a social 
problem. We are, according to the Scriptures, all participants 
in a cosmic insurgency against God (Romans 1-3). And, that 
has caused creation itself to come unraveled in all sorts of 
ways. Sin ruins our personal relationship with God and causes 
us to completely malfunction in our social relationships with 
each other. The problem that Smith and Emerson discovered 
—the difficulty that white people have seeing the systematic 
racism with which the world struggles and the difficulty of 
black people to see this as something other than that— is a 
1 Michael Emerson and Christian Smith, Divided by Faith: Evangelical Religion 
and the Problem of Race in America. (Oxford, UK: Oxford Press, 2000), 89, 91.
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the interpretive tools to understand 
exactly how deep.

 Devonte Hart and a Portland cop hug during a Ferguson protest. 
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Nativity of Jesus,  Josefa de Obidos, 1669 

Pastor Adam follows Jesus, 
loves his wife, dads his kids, 
and pastors Aletheia Church, 
hopefully in that order.

problem that the Christian doctrine of sin is more than capable 
of solving.

 
A Gospel Solution
In many ways, Christians should be the ones standing up and 
saying, “Yes, racism is a problem, but it’s far worse than you 
probably think it is.” It’s far worse than mere economics, 
politics, or individual experience. It’s cosmic, and it’s a terrible 
manifestation of the problem which vexes us all and hides 
behind our impulses of self-preservation. It’s a problem which 
has found its way into every society since that first one in the 
garden, and will likely be lurking in the shadows of every 
society until the future one comes down out of Heaven (Rev. 
21). Put simply, the problem is worse than we’ve imagined, 
has been around longer than we realize, will be with us longer 
than we want, and cannot truly be fixed by pushing or pulling 
economic, social, and political levers alone.

 But while the problem is worse than we’ve imagined, the 
solution is better than we have dared to hope. The gospel isn’t 
just the good news that individuals can be personally saved 
(though it is that, and that is news of immeasurable goodness). 
It is also the good news that Jesus is the King of the cosmos 
and he’s defeated the false king of this world. That means that 
every racist structure, every corruption of government, and 
every godless policy that has harmed those at the fringes of 
any society will be put right. And not only will they be put 
right in the future, but they can now be put right by God’s 
people. We can therefore have confidence in the future and 
hope for change in the present.

The gospel is the story of God — the one with all power, all 
worth, all wealth, and all privilege — becoming nothing, being 
born to an unwed teenage mother, into an ethnic group that had 
known nothing but oppression and enslavement for centuries. 
Because the one with privilege became powerless for us, those 
of us with privilege can listen and humble ourselves. The gospel 
is also the story of the God of the universe forgiving — at great 
cost to himself — those who had hurt him. Overlooking his 
legitimate offense and responding in grace, he uttered from the 
cross, “Father, forgive them.” Because the one with the right to 
offense forgave, those of us who have been offended and hurt 
can forgive too.

 
A Difficult, But Worthwhile Task
Racial reconciliation should be the happy burden of the people 
of God. It’s really hard work, that’s true. I know, because I’m 
the white-privilege son of a country club community whom 
God has — in his cosmic sense of irony — called to pastor a 
church filled with people who are not like me. It’s hard. It’s 

involved repenting a lot, listening a lot, reading a lot, and 
praying a lot. But the opportunities to push back the effects of 
the fall are everywhere, if we won’t ignore them.

 For me, it means pushing into pain when I’d rather push 
away. It means asking questions when I’m afraid of hearing 
the answers. It means being faithful, under God, to lead my 
church toward the culture of the Kingdom of God even as we 
pursue the King. For the scientist, the government official, the 

mom, or the activist, it means asking Jesus to pull out the deep 
roots of mistrust and hatred of the other. It means repenting of 
personal sin and trusting Jesus to save us. But it also means 
asking God to reveal the social, systematic sins and give us 
the grace to turn from those, and actively work to change them 
too. That process will be difficult, but isn’t’ everything that’s 
truly good and virtuous difficult at some point?

 
I don’t golf anymore — I never was very good at it, anyway. 

Perhaps the golf course holds memories I’d rather forget. But, 
perhaps it also holds opportunities I shouldn’t ignore.

The gospel is the story of God—the one with all power, all worth, 
all wealth, and all privilege—becoming nothing, being born to an 

unwed teenage mother, into an ethnic group that had known nothing 
but oppression and enslavement for centuries.
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